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Subski UK

Company News
Fugro has completed the acquisition of General
Robotics, a business engaged in simulation and
visualisation of the underwater workspace.
TS Marine has undergone a management buy-out led
former chief operating officer, Alasdair Cowie, and
Norwegian services company, Marine Subsea.
Neptune Marine has signed a letter of intent for the
acquisition of Aberdeen-based Submersible
Technology Services (STS), provider of ROV and
survey support services to the offshore industry.

The Marco
Marco
Polo
Polo platform

Subsea UK’s chief executive Alistair Birnie

Subsea UK is embarking on a drive to capitalise on
opportunities in Russia. The industry body believes the Russian
market presents significant new business for UK companies,
but only if they act on it now before the window of opportunity
closes.
“The UK has the capability and the expertise to support, finance
and deliver major capital projects in upstream production,
facilities and infrastructure, and has a long track record in
working with overseas partners in achieving success. We can
help build Russian competency in the upstream sector,” said
Subsea UK’s chief executive, Alistair Birnie, who has recently
returned from a highly successful trade mission to Moscow
and Murmansk in association with Scottish Development
International (SDI) and UK Trade and Industry.
“Scandinavian companies, Norwegian in particular, have
already made significant in-roads in establishing relationships at
the highest level. Some Scottish and UK subsea companies are
starting to do the same but we must ensure that we don’t leave
it too late and lose out to our competitors.

FMC Technologies has completed the acquisition of
Multi Phase Meters (MPM), a company involved in
the development and manufacture of highperformance multiphase flow meters. FMC has also
completed the acquisition of Direct Drive Systems
(DDS), a company involved in the development and
manufacture of high-performance permanent magnet
motors and bearings.
Petrobras will cooperate with Framo Engineering on
a multiphase pump system for the Campos basin,
Brazil. The prototype, which pumps oil, water and gas
from well to platform, is the largest installed
helico-axial pump in the world. The new pump will be
installed in a satellite to platform F-48 on the Barracuda field in the second quarter of 2011. Water depth
in the area is 1040m.
Fugro intends to buy subsea engineering and ROV
tooling services company Submec, which it plans to
expand and integrate with its other subsea business
line activities in the region.
StatoilHydro has changed its name to Statoil. The
new visual identity is based on a constellation of stars
seen against the Nordic heavens, which has been
refined to a guiding star as Statoil’s new symbol.

“The UK subsea sector leads the way worldwide, and the
Northern waters of Russia promise to be the next global
energy frontier. The unrivalled experience and expertise of
the UK’s subsea supply chain could hold the key to unlocking
the potential in the Russian Arctic shelf. Our industry and our
government need to demonstrate to Russian industry and
government that we can collaborate to overcome the technical
challenges, lack of infrastructure and labour shortages.”
During his visit to Murmansk, Birnie signed a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) between Subsea UK and Murmanshelf,
an organisation that helps businesses enter the oil and gas
industry in the Murmansk region. The aim of the MoU is to
develop relationships that would facilitate UK participation
in the region and ensure UK companies are on the main
contractors’ sub-vendor list.
Statoil’s new branding
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Right:
Image of amphitheatreshaped plume basin

Hydrate Plume?
What has been interpreted as a
possible methane hydrate plume,
was discovered by the Okeanos
Explorer and its Kongsberg
multibeam system EM 302.

The Okeanos Explorer. Photo
courtesy of NOAA office marine and
aviation operations
The sonar image was taken
during the National Aceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA
)Okeanos Explorer’s first voyage to
explore the ocean for the purpose
of discovery and the advancement
of knowledge. The plumes were
located while transiting to the
Cordell Bank National Marine
Sanctuary working grounds from
Astoria, Oregon.
The Okeanos Explorer had been
outfitted with a new multibeam
swath mapping system. This
hull-mounted, first of its kind,
Kongsberg EM 302 sonar can
provide explorers with highresolution maps of the seafloor
from 40m to 4000m. Maps from

NOAA EM 302 Image of Plumes using IVS3D Fledermaus.

the system will be used to identify
unique seafloor features for further
exploration, while also being be
integrated into the high-precision
DVL-Nav navigation system to provide
a road map for exploring a particular
site with a remotely operated vehicle.
The plumes were located in water
depths between 1200 and 1900m.
All plumes were observed to rise to
a water depth between 500–550m,
making their heights between
700–1400m.
Interactive Visualization Systems’
Fledermaus system was made
available to this project. Fledermaus
is a mid-water software tool
developed as part of a project

Greenshoots
FMC has launched its Greenshoots
fund which aims to deliver benefits to
communities. Greenshoots is designed
to partially mitigate the environmental
impact resulting from the manufacture,
sale and distribution of subsea trees.
Revenue for the fund is generated
from two main sources – a levy paid
by FMC on staff air travel and by
voluntary contributions from customers
when they purchase products. An
independent steering group manages
Greenshoots to ensure the money
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collected is used to fund a portfolio of
projects that maximise environmental
benefits.
The steering group includes
representatives from customers,
experts in the fields of sustainability
and finance. They will all be involved
in reviewing applications to the fund,
selecting the best projects to be funded
and overseeing the performance of
projects. A local charity partner will help
the steering group identify projects and
manage the distribution of funds.

with the Center for Coastal and
Ocean Mapping (CCOM)/ Joint
Hydrographic Center (JHC) of the
University of New Hampshire.
Researchers Dr Jim Gardner and
Mashoor Malik have suggested that
the plumes are made up of a stream
of methane bubbles coated with
a veneer of methane-rich hydrate
which is stable in deep water, where
pressure is high and the water is cold.
When the ice-cloaked bubbles
ascend into warmer waters near
the surface, the ice melts and the
methane dissolves into the sea.
“Although seafloor sediments in
shallow areas closer to the coast are
known to harbour methane, which
often bubbles free of the ocean
bottom, no one has reported such
plumes in waters this deep,”said the
researchers. “The newly discovered
plume appears to originate within a
previously unknown, amphitheatreshaped basin on the ocean floor. This
3.6km-wide scar was probably caused
by a massive undersea landslide.”
NOAA has ordered four more
Kongsberg hydrographic multibeam
systems including an EM 122
(1x1 deg) system for NOAA ship
Ronald H Brown, and an EM 710
(0.5x1 deg) system for the
NOAA ship Rainer.
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Frigg

Frigg Delta

Frigg Delta
Statoil has discovered proven recoverable volumes of
18–35 million barrels on its Frigg Delta prospect in the North
Sea. This find is located about 21km east of the abandoned
Frigg field and 12km north of Frøy. The discovery well
encountered oil in sandstone of good reservoir quality
belonging to the Frigg formation. Located in 120m of water,
the well will now be permanently plugged and abandoned.

Heimdal

Map showing the location
of Frigg Delta

The total potential recoverable volume in this discovery and
the nearby Frigg Gamma and Frigg Epsilon reservoirs is in
the order or 62–189 million barrels of oil equivalent.

Atlantis Thunder Horse

Casino Henry

Aker Solutions has signed a contract with BP America to
perform subsea construction activities at the Atlantis and
Thunder Horse fields in the Gulf of Mexico. The scope of
work comprises planning and executing the installation of
subsea hardware including manifolds, pipeline-end manifolds (PLEMs), jumpers, flying leads and related equipment.
The work will be performed at water depths between 1600m
and 2000m.

Subsea 7 has been awarded an $80m subsea pipeline
and installation services contract by Santos for its
Casino-Henry field offshore Victoria, Australia. The field
is located in water depths of 56m to 72m.

The project will be executed by Aker Solutions’ construction
vessels BOA Sub C and BOA Deep C.

The workscope includes the installation of a 22km long
12in rigid pipeline together with four rigid spool-pieces
and also, the installation of a 22km long electrohydraulic umbilical. Offshore operations are scheduled
to commence at the end of 2009 by the Seven Navica,
supported by the Rockwater 2.

The BOA Sub C and BOA Deep C

The Seven Navica

Allseas to Start Building the Pieter Schelte
The Swiss-based Allseas group has announced the building of the platform
installation/decommissioning and pipelay vessel Pieter Schelte. The company
has allocated sufficient funds for the newbuild and will award the contract to a
shipyard spring 2010.
The basic design of the hull has been completed, while the basic design of the
lifting systems will be completed by the end of this year. The detailed design
contract was awarded in February 2009 and will be completed in March 2010.
Long-lead items, such as the power generation equipment and the thrusters,
were ordered in March 2007. In June 2008, the high-tensile steel for the
jacket and topsides lift systems were ordered. The total value of these was
€200 million. Delivery of the completed vessel is foreseen for 2013.

Left: Removing a topsides; Right: removing a jacket
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Subsea 7 has been awarded an
engineering, construction and
installation contract by Anadarko
Petroleum Corporation for
development of the Caesar/Tonga
complex in the Gulf of Mexico.

Discoveries
Tebe
BP and Sonangol have discovered the
Tebe oil field in ultra-deepwater
Block 31, offshore Angola. This is
located 350km northwest of Luanda
and 12km to the south east of the
Hebe discovery.
Tebe was drilled in a water depth of
1752m. The well results confirmed
the capacity of the reservoir to flow in
excess of 5000b/d under production
conditions.

Jetta
Dana Petroleum has discovered oil
in its Jetta prospect offshore Norway,
close to the Jotun producing oil field.
Oil was proven, but with less reservoir
thickness than expected. The partners
have decided to drill a sidetrack
well to investigate if the discovery is
commercial.

Tornado
OMV has made a discovery on the
Tornado prospect, offshore West of
Shetland, UK, using the drillship Stena
Carron. The exploration well 204/13-1
was located approximately 10km
northwest of the Suilven discovery and
30km north-west of the Schiehallion,
Foinaven and Loyal producing fields.
The water depth at this location is
1048m. A sidetrack is being planned to
delineate the discovery.

The Subsea 7 work scope is to design,
fabricate and install two manifolds and
two riser base pipeline end manifolds,
transport and install two flexible risers
and fabricate and install ten jumpers,
two main umbilicals and associated

flying leads. The flexible risers,
umbilicals, valves and pipe will be
free issued by Anadarko.
Subsea 7 will also perform the
pre-commissioning work scope for the
pipeline and umbilical systems.
The engineering work will commence
immediately in Subsea 7’s Houston
office. The installation will take place
late 2010 using Subsea 7’s pipelay
and construction vessels.

Subsea Projects

Caesar Tonga

Longhorn
Eni has started production from its
Longhorn gas field in the Gulf of
Mexico. This will initially produce about
200 million ft3 of gas per day.
The field, located 60 miles off the
Louisiana coast, will pump gas from
four subsea wells in water depths
of 2500ft. These are connected to
the Eni-operated Corral platform,
previously known as Crystal.

The platform has been fitted
with a newly built production
and compression facility with a
processing capacity of 250 million ft3
of gas per day and 6000 b/d oil.
In addition to Longhorn, the Corral
platform is being outfitted to boost
liquids production capacity up to 12
000 b/d to accommodate the future
tie-in of Appaloosa.

Luva
Statoil is working on a development
solution for the Luva find, which lies
in 1300m of water in the Norwegian
Sea and 300km from land. Following
the completion of a feasibility study,
the licensees have resolved to spend
nearly two years considering possible
approaches to bringing the discovery
on stream.
“This could be the first development in
the Vøring area of the Norwegian Sea,
and the first off Norway in such deep
water,” says Ståle Tungesvik, head of

reserves and business development
at StatoilHydro.
Luva was discovered in 1997 and,
together with Haklang and
Snefrid South, is estimated to
contain recoverable gas reserves of
40–60 billion m3.
Several nearby discoveries could be
linked to a possible development,
including Snefrid, Haklang in the
same licence and Asterix 75 km to
the west.

Escravos
Acergy has been awarded a $500
million contract from Chevron
Nigeria for its Escravos gas
development, offshore Nigeria, in
40m water depths.
This engineering, procurement,
fabrication, transportation, installation,
tie-in and commissioning contract
includes the procurement and
installation of over 130km of pipelines,
the fabrication and installation of 15
risers and three subsea tie-ins and the
installation of over
40 crossings. Engineering will
commence immediately, with offshore
installation due to commence late 2010.

The company had been earlier
awarded a $110 million from Total
and BP Angola for the block 17/18
GEP Phase 2 project.
This contract covered the
installation of over 70km of 24in
pipeline from Block 2, together with
the associated jumper, pipeline
end terminal and tie-ins, to the
nearshore/onshore pipeline in
water depths up to 40m.
Offshore installation scheduled to
commence in the second quarter of
2010, using Acergy Polaris, Acergy
Hawk and Acergy Legend.
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Pluto

Goliat

Grenland Group has fabricated,
assembled and tested large subsea
structures, totalling 500t, which are
currently being delivered to northwest
Australia. The structures are part of
FMC’s delivery to Woodside’s
Aus$12 billion Pluto LNG project. The
delivery includes two manifolds, two
manifold support structures and two
closed caisson structures. The contract
has a value of approximately NOK 120
million for Grenland.

Goliat will be the first Norwegian oil
producing field north of the Arctic
Circle in the Barents sea. The field
is located approximately 85km
north west of the city of Hammerfest on the Norwegian coast. Two
major contracts have been announced by operators Eni Norge.

This follows the recent delivery of seven
subsea structures to the Statoil Hydro’s
Gjøa field on behalf of Technip. Gjøa
is an oil and condensate field situated
north of the Troll field – about 65km
southeast of Florø, Norway.
The structures will be used to tie in the
Gjøa platform with the subsea systems
on the field. The NOK 40 million
Technip contract for the fabrication of
structures for the Gjøa structures and
tie-ins was awarded to Grenland Group
last summer. The total weight of the
structures was approximately 500t at
delivery.

The lump sum contract includes
supply and installation of the infield
pipeline systems, including flexible
risers, clad production flowlines
complete with direct heating systems and water and gas injection
flowlines.
The contract also comprises the
installation of the subsea production system, including umbilicals
templates and riser bases.
Technip will use the Skandi Arctic
to carry out the work.

Previously, Grenland had delivered
five large subsea structures with a total
weight of more than 1700t to FMC
Technologies, also for Gjøa.

Aker Solutions has signed a
contract to deliver the subsea production system. The contract value
is approximately NOK 2.3billion.

Statoil is the development operator of
Gjøa, while Gaz de France Norge takes
over as production operator when the
field comes onstream next year.

The scope of work comprises the
EPC of a complete subsea production system. Subsea hardware
deliveries include 8 overtrawlable

Subsea structures for the Pluto LNG project
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Technip has been awarded an
engineering, procurement, construction and installation (EPCI) contract,
worth approximately €200 million.
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four-slot subsea templates with
manifolds, 24 subsea trees, subsea
control systems, 20 steel tube umbilicals, work-over equipment and 1
tie-in and connection system.
Aker Solutions will use large parts
of its Norwegian manufacturing
network to deliver the subsea
equipment to Goliat. Subsea trees
will be manufactured at Aker
Solutions’ facility at Tranby and
steel tube umbilicals in Moss, while
templates and manifolds will come
from the company’s Egersund yard.
Subsea control systems will be
manufactured in Aberdeen. The
project will be managed from Aker
Solutions’ head office at Fornebu,
Norway.
“Although Goliat in many ways
will be a reference project for field
developments in the Barents sea, it
is important to stress that the technologies we will be using have already been field proven elsewhere
and are specifically selected for
this environmentally sensitive area.
We will execute this project fully in
line with demanding environmental
standards,” said Mads Andersen,
executive vice president of Aker
Solutions’ subsea business area.
Deliveries of the subsea equipment
will start in 2011 and run through
2013.

Technip’s Skandi Arctic

A Forest of Trees
Cameron has entered into a frame
agreement with Petrobras, expected to
be worth approximately $500 million, for
the supply of subsea trees and related
running tools to Petrobras for use in
Petrobras’ developments offshore Brazil.
Under the agreement, Cameron will
provide 138 subsea Christmas trees,
with the installation to be supported by
18 sets of running tools that are also
part of the scope of supply.
Initial delivery is slated to begin in
2011, with deliveries to continue for
four years. As a part of this agreement, Cameron has also received a
purchase order contract for the first
111 subsea trees. Deliveries under
this initial order are to begin in the first
quarter of 2011 and continue until the
first quarter of 2014.
Cameron president and Chief Executive Officer Jack B Moore said, “We
are pleased to have the opportunity to
build on our history as a primary supplier of equipment and services in
the Brazilian market, and we look
forward to continuing our support of
Petrobras’ developments and our
ongoing investment in Brazil.”

Beta West
Gas and condensate have been
discovered by Statoil in its Beta
West prospect, 1.5km from the main
Sleipner West reservoir.
Resources are currently estimated
at 37–63 million recoverable barrels
of oil equivalent (six to 10 million m3
barrels of oil equivalent).
“Production from Sleipner is coming
of plateau, but the newly discovered
resources mean that its future
prospects are substantially brighter,”
said a spokesman.
Located in 108m of water, the well
was drilled from the West Epsilon
rig to a vertical depth of 3760m beneath sea level. Hydrocarbons were
encountered in a sandstone unit
belonging to the Hugin formation.

Subsea 7 has been awarded a $200m
contract from Petrobras, for work on
its Roncador field, offshore Brazil. The
workscope is to engineer, procure,
fabricate, install and commission
a 12in gas export line (38.7km)
and a 12in oil export line (42km),
connecting the P-55 platform to the
PRA-1 platform. It also includes the

procurement and installation of
associated subsea equipment.
The offshore pipelines and equipment
installation campaign will take place
between end 2010 and mid-2011. It
will be carried out by one of
Subsea 7´s pipelay installation
vessels.

Subsea Projects

Roncador

KuMaloobZaap multiphase pump
Cameron’s process systems group
has received an $86 million order for
sixteen multiphase pumping systems,
for three offshore platforms in the
KuMaloobZaap field in the Gulf of
Mexico.
The group will provide design
engineering and packaging for the
pumps, electric motors, piping, valves
and control systems.

The actual multiphase pumps will be
manufactured in Germany by
Cameron’s longtime partner,
Leistritz.
The multiphase pumping systems
are designed to boost pipeline
delivery pressure and increase crude
oil production rates. Delivery and
installation of the systems is expected
to take place in 2011.

Ozona Deep
Marathon is planning to develop its
Ozona deep development in Garden
Banks block 515 in the Gulf of Mexico,
in a water depth of 3280ft (1000m),
as a subsea tie-back to Shell’s Auger
platform in Garden Banks 426.

engineering, procurement/fabrication
and installation of a 9km (5.6 mile)
pipe-in-pipe flowline, two pipeline end
terminals (PLETs), an anchor pile and
a rigid jumpers and installation of a
7.5 mile-long (12km ) umbilical.

Last August, Technip was awarded
a lump sum contract for project
management and surveys,

Offshore installation is scheduled to
be completed by the Deep Blue in the
second quarter of 2010.

Jubarte
Aker Solutions has signed a
US$37 million contract with Petrobras
to supply eight subsea boosting
systems (Mobo) and one ESDV
(emergency valve) for the Jubarte
field, located in the north of Campos
Basin offshore Brazil.
This contract follows a similar job for
eight subsea boosting systems which
was awarded to Aker Solutions in May

2007. Compared to the previous
project, improvements have been
made in the project scope to optimise
oil production, such as changes in
flow lines to reduce pressure loss.
Additionally, pressure in the pump
has increased from 3600 to 5000psi.
There will also be changes on valves,
pipes and structures, besides the
inclusion of nine new tools to support
the installation.

Devil Creek
A $170 million contract for the Devil
Creek development project (DCDP)
offshore Australia has been given to
SapuraAcergy by Apache Energy.
The DCDP has been initiated to
recover and process the gas reserves
from the Reindeer gas field located
80km north west of the port of
Dampier in 60m water depth.

SapuraAcergy’s scope involves the
installation of 91km of 16in rigid
pipeline, including a shallow water
beach approach, subsea tie-in and
stabilisation works, together with a
wellhead platform of a 1700t four-leg
jacket and a 450t topside processing
module. Offshore installation is
scheduled to commence in late 2010
using the Sapura 3000.
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Marlim Subsea Separation
Petrobras has awarded FMC
a contract to supply a subsea
separation system for its Marlim field,
offshore Brazil. This will be the first
deepwater deployment of subsea
separation technologies in a mature
field as well as the first separation
of heavy oil and water in a subsea
environment, anywhere in the world.
It will also mark the first separation
system to include the subsea
reinjection of water into a reservoir
to boost production. The contract is
valued at approximately $90 million in
revenue to FMC.
Marlim is Petrobras’ largest field in the
Campos Basin, located 110km
(70 miles) offshore Rio de Janeiro, in
water depths ranging from
650–2600m (2100–8500ft). It first
came into production in 1991.
It was once considered the world’s
largest subsea development, with 129
wells and 8 floating production units
(FPU). Today, as this mature field
approaches 20 years in operation,
the field is producing an increasing
amount of water, which is limiting the
oil handling capacity of the surface
facilities.
The rise in sand production has the
potential for damaging the overall
system.
The main purpose of the system is to
de-bottleneck the floating production
facility and increase production by
removing unwanted water from the
production stream at the seabed.
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“FMC’s scope of supply consists of
a subsea separation and pumping
system,” said a spokesman. “The
subsea separation module will
separate heavy oil, gas, sand
and water, at a water depth of
approximately 900m (2950ft).
The system will receive the
production stream, which contains
a mixture of oil, gas, water and
sand, and will first separate the gas
from the liquids. Then, the 21deg
API heavy oil will be separated
from the water using a novel pipe
separation design that was licensed
and developed in cooperation with
Statoil.
“Many separation systems consist
of a tank arrangement into which
the multiphase liquids are fed, “
said Tom Munkejord, director of
process systems at FMC. “The gas
rises to the top and is removed.
The liquids and solids are settled
out using gravity. The solids sink to
the base and are discharged, while
the oil, being lighter than the water,
is allowed to pass over a baffle
plate. Although this technology is
well proven, it was considered that
more modern in-line separation
technology would be more suitable
in such a deepwater environment.”
In-line systems are based on
the use of a swirl element which
causes the welllstream to spin at
high velocities. The centrifugal force
has the effect of separating the
phases based on their densities.
The gas or lighter materials migrate

Separation equipment on the Marlim field

to the centre while the relatively
heavier materials are pushed to
the inner wall of the cyclone. The
various phases are taken off at
specific points, and an anti-swirl
element is used to stop the rotation
of the separated phase downstream.
These systems have the advantage
of a lower pressure drop and can
accommodate a wide gas/liquid and
liquid/liquid ratios
Through its subsidiary company CDS
Engineering, FMC has developed
a variety of such designs. The
specifically-designed equipment for
Marlim will be jointly engineered
between FMC’s operations in Brazil,
Norway and The Netherlands.
Final manufacturing and integration
activities will be performed at the
company’s Rio de Janeiro facility, with
deliveries projected to begin in 2011.
The separated gas will be added
back to the oil stream to aid its lifting
to the FPU, while the separated
water will be pumped back into
the reservoir to further increase
production.
“Marlim is the fifth field in the
world that will use FMC’s subsea
separation technologies,” said
Tore Halvorsen, FMC’s senior
vice president of global subsea
production systems. “The project will
enable a broader application of our
separation technologies for future
subsea processing opportunities.
We look forward to supporting
Petrobras in the development of this
exciting project.”

Bonga NW

Technip has been awarded by Tullow
Ghana two lump sum contracts for
the development of its Jubilee oil
field. This field is located off the coast
of Ghana at water depths ranging
between 1200 and 1700m.

Saipem has been awarded a US$ 200 million contract by Shell Nigeria for the
subsea development of the Bonga North-West field, approximately 120km
off the Nigerian coast. The contract encompasses engineering, procurement,
fabrication, installation and pre-commissioning services for 13km of 10in/12in
production pipe-in-pipe flowlines, and 4km of 12in water injection flowlines as
well as related production facilities. The contract also includes the installation of
15km of umbilicals.

The first contract comprises the
engineering and fabrication of seven
10in diameter and two 8in diameter
risers, for a total length of more than
27km.
Engineering for this contract will be
carried out by Technip’s operating
centre in Paris, France. The risers
will be fabricated in Le Trait, France,
in one of Technip’s flexible pipe
production facilities. Delivery is
scheduled for the beginning of 2010.

Bonga North-West is located in approximately 900 to 1200m of water and will
be developed with 12 subsea wells tied back into the Bonga main infrastructure.
Marine activities will be carried out mainly by Saipem FDS and Saipem 3000
vessels, in different time-frames between the second half of 2012 and the last
quarter of 2013.

Oselvar

The second contract covers:

DONG Norge has awarded Technip an
engineering, procurement, construction
and installation lump sum contract, worth
in excess of €45 million, for the Oselvar
field development, 250km offshore
Norway, at a water depth of 72m.

engineering, fabrication and
installation of approximately 48km
of production, and gas and water
injection rigid flowlines

The contract covers turnkey delivery of
an approximately 27km-long pipe-in-pipe
flowline, installation of an umbilical and
subsea equipment, and tie-ins.

installation of 26km of umbilicals,
nine flexible risers (supplied by
Technip under the first contract),
and subsea manifold and riser
base structures

Oselvar is the first major subsea contract
awarded to Technip by DONG. Offshore
installation is scheduled to be carried out in 2010 and 2011.

connection of the flowlines to the
wellheads and subsea manifolds
testing of the entire system.
Technip’s operating centre in Houston,
Texas, will execute this contract
with support from the company’s
Paris centre for the installation of the
flexible flowlines, the connections and
offshore operations.
The offshore campaign is scheduled
to commence in early 2010 using two
vessels from the Technip fleet, the
Deep Blue and the Deep Pioneer,
which will lay the rigid and flexible
flowlines respectively, and be assisted
by third-party vessels.
The Jubilee field will be developed
via a floating, production, storage and
offtake (FPSO) vessel, and will deliver
a plateau oil rate of 120 000 b/d oil.
It will have an oil storage capacity
of 1 600 000bbl. The FPSO is being
provided by Modec. It will consist of
a converted tanker, modified with an
external turret under an engineering,
procurement, construction and installation contract. It will be positioned in
water depths of around 1100m.

Subsea Projects

Jubilee

Map of Oselvar

Visund/Troll
Aker Solutions has been awarded two contracts by Statoil, to deliver subsea
equipment to its Visund and Troll fields in the North Sea. Combined contract
value is approximately NOK 300 million.
Scope of work is six subsea trees, with control systems, for the Visund field, and
three subsea trees with controls for the Troll field. Both contracts are call-offs
from existing frame agreements between Statoil and Aker Solutions.
The six new subsea trees for Visund will be equipped with Aker Solutions’
most advanced subsea technology, which enables oil and gas production
from intelligent wells. In addition to higher oil and gas recovery, the technology
provides more reservoir data and contributes towards increased production and
regularity.
Aker awarded Proserv a three-year contract worth approximately
NOK18 million to provide high pressure and high temperature components for
Aker’s subsea trees at the Dalia, Visund and Morwin fields and new
rapid solution trees.

Isabella
BP has awarded Technip a contract for the Isabella project in the Gulf of
Mexico. This is a subsea tie-back to the Na Kika semisubmersible platform
located in Mississippi Canyon, 140 miles offshore New Orleans, Louisiana, at
a water depth of approximately 1920m (6300ft).
The contract covers project management; engineering, fabrication and installation of pipe-in-pipe flowlines, steel catenary risers and subsea equipment. The
flowlines and risers will be welded at Technip’s spoolbase located in Mobile,
Alabama. Offshore installation is scheduled to be completed during late 2010
using the Deep Blue.
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Ormen Lange
New Assembly Building
Aker Solutions has completed the latest
part of the Ormen Lange Compression Pilot
project with the opening of a large subsea
facility in its Egersund, West Norway.
This new hall is necessary to handle the
highly sensitive subsea equipment which
demands a very high degree of cleanliness
required during manufacturing. The hall
covers an area in excess of 1900m3
and stands 26m tall. It represents an
investment of NoK 40 million.

Assembly and test hall

“The facility provides a clean and dustfree environment for the assembly of
the components,” said Svein Oskar
Nuland, president of the Egersund
yard.” The facility has a filtered air
conditioning system and there will
be no welding, grinding blasting
or painting carried out within the
premises. The facility also includes a 5m
deep water-filled pit to carry out liquid
booster pump testing.
The electrical equipment will be
housed in subsea enclosures.
Modules and sub-assemblies will
be fabricated in the adjacent halls
and taken in through the large 30
by 22m main gate or the smaller 10m
by 10 gate. They will be positioned by the
use of the two overhead cranes that
have a joint lifting capacity of
around 320t.
After the pilot has been
assembled, it will undergo
procedural and factory
acceptance testing by
December 2010.
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By around 2015, the pressure of Ormen Lange
will be sufficiently depleted to require some
form of pressure boosting in order for the
wellstream to reach the reception facilities. The
development engineers have settled upon two
main development options.
The first is to use a floating system, probably
a tension leg platform (TLP) housing
compression facilities. The alternative is to
locate the system on the seabed.
In July 2006, Statoil awarded Aker Solutions
the contract to develop a subsea compression
station pilot study. This pilot would be rigorously
tested to provide the necessary information
to make a decision whether to progress to a
full-size subsea compression station. While
this would be considerably more challenging
that a floating production option, it could
be a strategically important step in a future
aspiration to relocate production facilities onto
the seabed.
“A subsea compression station move would
confer considerable advantages over a floating
platform,” said Hakon Skofteland, project
manager of the compression pilot for Aker
Solutions. “It it is cost effective in capital and
operational expenditure analyses as it does
not require support facilities. The concept is
also intrinsically safer than a manned facility
and has no emissions or subsea disposal
issues, leading to a potential reduction in
environmental problems.
The main compression station will lie in 900m
water depth, 120km from land. It will be
sized for boosting around 70m3 of gas daily.
While the results from the pilot will enable
the engineers to decide on the most reliable,
efficient and cost effective layout, the unit will
probably require between 2 and 4 identical
production trains depending on redundancy
evaluations, and require around 58MW of total
power for the full four-train solution.
The pilot will essential consist of all the
necessary equipment to develop one of
the trains. It will be based on a 12.5MW
compressor unit and a 400kW pump unit. Once
assembled, this will be sent to Statoil’s facility
at Nyhamma for a two-year testing programme.
“The engineering was completed at
Aker Solutions headquarters in Oslo earlier this
year,” said Skofteland. Pilot testing is planned
for 2010–13 and a decision on the possible
Ormen Lange compression station is expected
by 2012.

Separator Module
A two-stage separation
and demisting
system. The 7m
long, 3m diameter
separator module can
accommodate 10m3
slugs in the flow. A
sand handling system
prevents solids build-up
and clogging internals

Anti-Surge Cooler
Module
This provides
cooling during the
recycle operation of
the compressor. The
stream is cooled
by being passed
through a series of
pipes and heat is
transferred through
the pipe walls to the
sea water

Compression Pilot
GasBooster Compressor Module
The 12.5MW compressor is housed
in a hermetically sealed vertical
enclosure. The internals rotate at a
speed of 12000revs/min.The friction
developed by the rotary elements is
reduced significantly by the application
of magnetic bearings. These require

Variable Speed Drive Modules
a low voltage power supply. The
motor power supply includes
three single-phase penetrators,
jumpers and wet mate
connections with a capacity of
1600 Amps, 6.6kV

The compressor variable speed
module has a 16MW 22kV/50Hz
input and a 6.6kV 200Hz output
The pump various speed drive
module has an input of 500W,
22kV/50hz and an output of 2.5kV
and 0-70Hz output

Circuit Breaker Module
This is used to shut off the
power in emergency. The
module has a power input of
22kV. It contains four 36kV
circuit breakers. There are
step-down transformers for the
uninterruptable power supply.
It incorporates redundant
control/protection relays and
the pre-charge system for the
variable speed drives
Circuit breaker module

Future Subsea Requirements?
LiquidBooster Pump Module
The 400kW centrifugal pump features
an opposed impeller design and is
used to provide the energy to the
wellstream. The design uses glycol
from the existing subsea production
system as the barrier fluid between the
motor and the pump
Left: An artists’s impression
of the compression station.
The pilot will simulate
one of the four trains that
are currently planned.
Preliminary designs
envisage that this final
station could be as much
as 70m in length, 54m wide
and stand 14m high.

As the industry enters an important
phase of its history, with hydrocarbons
increasingly difficult to recover and
investment depressed by the global
financial climate, what characteristics
typify future demands?
“It is likely that greenfield
developments will focus on higher
capacity and energy efficiency,”
said Svenn Ivar Fure, senior vice
president of subsea products at Aker
Solutions. “This will require a wider
range of processing solutions such
as gas-liquids separation and liquids
boosting. The next generation of
deepwater fields will need equipment
that can withstand high pressures of
around 300 bar, high pressure/low

permeability and low gas oil ratio
reservoirs which could feature up to 13
000psi shut in pressures. To remove
increased volumes of water as fields
approach maturity, require higher
volume injection systems. The industry
must also learn to cope with more
complex, particularly viscous fluids.”
“We have developed a range of
technologies to satisfy this market,
including high pressure deepwater
pumps, compact gas-liquid separation
and boosting systems up to
3000m, high capacity compression
systems rated at up to 1200m and
a high capacity seawater filtration ,
sterilisation treatment and injection
system,” he said.
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UNDERWATER

Equipment
Horizon
Tritech has launched its Horizon
multibeam echo sounder (MBES)
comprising a sonar head and surface
processing system, all housed in
a single compact and robust unit.
It uses the very latest advances in
acoustic time delay beamforming
techniques to deliver high-quality
survey data at an affordable cost.
In shallow water, Horizon can be
mobilised on a vessel to gather
survey datasets at depths down
to 120m. For deepwater survey
operations, the system can be
deployed on a remotely operated
vehicle (ROV) platform.
Horizon operates at a frequency
of 240kHz and has a wide swath
coverage of 12deg. When required,
two Horizon sonar heads can be
linked together to form a dualhead system for maximum and
uninterrupted swath coverage.

Screen image of the multibeam. Inset: the Horizon sonar

Extremely fast ping rates of up

The Horizon system accepts motion

sensor data input to give a fully corrected
sonar image, which can be viewed as an
online waterfall display. This unique method
of visualising the raw data provides the user
with an instantaneous non-digitised image
of the seabed, ensuring all features of
interest are observed.

Subsea Integrity

Pipeline Repair

Acoustic Fiobuoy

Technip and Schlumberger have
signed a global cooperation
agreement to jointly develop
subsea integrity and surveillance
solutions for flexible pipes used
in deep offshore oil and gas
production. The new agreement
extends the collaboration between
the companies that began in 1998.

Neptune Research (NRI) has used
its innovative Syntho-Glass XT to
make a repair on the Bongkot gas
field in the Gulf of Thailand. With
over 80% wall loss to a section of the
pipeline, a large scale disaster was
thought to be imminent.

The Australian Hydrographic Service
(AHS) has successfully trialled Fiomarine’s
acoustic command model Fiobuoy. It had
already been using Fiomarine’s original
Fiobuoy TD100 models which are released
at a preprogrammed time and date. Due
to government protocol, however, the AHS
is required to use at least two methods
of recovery for its underwater monitoring
instruments. So the Fiobuoy has typically
been used in conjunction with another
acoustic release system.

The agreement is initially focused
on surveillance systems activities
for new and challenging flexible
pipe applications, such as those
required in the deepwater pre-salt
environment in Brazil. Several key
Schlumberger technologies used
in subsurface applications have
been identified for integration into
Technip’s new ultra deepwater
flexible pipe designs.
One of the initial integrity solutions
that the partners expect to develop
and qualify is focused on the use
of optical fibres to monitor a variety
of parameters characterising pipe
behaviour.
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to 100Hz, combined with pitch
correction, allow Horizon to be used
for higher speed survey operations
without compromising along-track
data density and resolution.

Syntho-Glass XT is a patented
resin impregnated fibreglass cloth
which provides an effective, time
and cost efficient solution for the
repair and corrosion protection of
pipes, pipelines, pilings and similar
structures. Following the repairs,
NRI completed the pressure testing
at 177barg/1700psi for four hours
and they resumed operations at full
capacity of 630 million ft3/day.
Earlier this year, NRI moved into a
new state of the art facility located in
Lake Park in Florida. The 15 000 ft2
manufacturing facility was designed
using the Lean Kaizen methodology
to maximise their operational
efficiencies, improve quality, work
flow and reduce cycle time.

Two Fiobuoy AC100 acoustic command
models were trialled in Jervis Bay, New South
Wales, Australia. They were tested on seven
occasions and worked perfectly each time.

Acoustic Fiobuoy

Seabat Upgrade
Reson has been awarded a contract by the
South African-based Marine GeoSolutions to upgrade
its SeaBat 8101 to the new and more advanced
SeaBat 7101 multibeam sonar system.

Reson’s Seabat 8101

Marine GeoSolutions is a specialist marine geophysical
survey company operating from Durban, South Africa.
Its core business includes offshore mineral exploration
for mining companies and marine geophysical surveys in
support of port development, engineering and dredging.
In addition to offshore heavy mineral exploration, the
company has experience in undertaking offshore
exploration programmes for diamonds, phosphorite and

glauconite, and its staff have undertaken oil well-site
investigations and fibre-optic cable landing site surveys.

Underwater Equipment

.....
The SeaBat 7101 upgrade will increase the efficiency and
cost savings, through more usable swath width provided by
roll stabilisation and equidistant beams. The data quality will
be better due to quality filter, uncertainty output and variable
swath width. Another advantage in the upgrade is that the
wet end will remain untouched and the upgrade will not
change any wet end firmware, software or hardware.

Diver Tracking System
Sonardyne has received a contract
from Port Freeport in Texas and
its construction partner Cardinal
Mechanical for the supply of a
Sentinel intruder detection sonar
and a deployment system for a
fixed, permanent installation within
the port.

classify an underwater threat at
long ranges. The Sentinel system
will be integrated into the Port’s
new command and control system
that fully integrates data from the
sonar, cameras and radars to protect
shipping and port infrastructure
against maritime threats.

The Sentinel system is able to
protect vessels, ports and waterside
installations from intrusion by divers,
swimmers or surface vehicles,
The system uses innovative sonar
technology and intelligent software
to automatically detect, track and

The Port Freeport installation will use
a unique trolley deployment system
that will be fixed onto a sloping
bank. This innovative mechanical
design allows the alignment of the
sonar head and its easy recovery for
maintenance.

Output from the Sentinel tracker

Easytrak in Korea
Applied Acoustics’ field engineer, Mark Eccleston, has recently
returned from Korea, where he led a training course covering all
operational aspects of the new Easytrak Nexus, the latestultra
short base line (USBL) tracking system. The Korean Maritime
and Ocean Engineering Research Institute (KORDI) purchased
the system unit following comparative trials over the summer
months, and it was put through its paces in the waters of Geoje
Bay, southwest of Busan.

The Easytrak system

“The Nexus has lots of special features which make it really
flexible and versatile, and now with multiple target tracking and
spread spectrum technology for improved range stability, said
Mark Ecclestone. “As with all Easytrak systems, Nexus works
with a variety of Applied Acoustics’ underwater targets and beacon types including pingers, responders, release and positioning transponders. The broadband spread spectrum technology,
which rejects unwanted reflected signals, makes operations
easier in challenging locations such as the shallow waters of
ports and harbours.”
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Riser buoyancy modules

Deep Subsea Buoyancy
The first drill riser buoyancy modules capable of withstanding nearly 5000 psi (350bar) pressures at 3350m
(11 000ft) below the surface, have been developed and
manufactured by Trelleborg Offshore in response to the
demands of deepwater exploration.

Smart sensors

More AADI Smart Sensors for CEFAS
RS Aqua, distributors for Aanderaa Data Instruments,
(AADI) has shipped a further quantity of high-accuracy
model 3919B conductivity (salinity) sensors to the Centre
for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science
(CEFAS), Lowestoft, UK. The sensors are used aboard
the CEFAS Smartbuoy, an in-situ, real-time, coastal
monitoring system deployed at various sites around the
UK coastline.
The 3919B forms part of AADI’s Smart Sensor range of
high-accuracy, rugged, multi-output format sensors for
ocean research and coastal monitoring applications. The
specified accuracy for the 3919B is +/- 0.0018S/m with a
response time of less than 3 secs. Other members of the
Smart Sensor range measure dissolved oxygen (optode),
pressure, temperature and turbidity. All the sensors are
offered in a variety of versions covering shallow water to
deep ocean applications.

The new syntactic foam buoyancy modules were
designed and manufactured for use in the Indian Ocean
on the deepwater drilling rig, the Dhirubhai Deepwater
KG1. The buoyancy modules were manufactured at a
newly expanded production facility in Houston, Texas,
from a low-density composite syntactic foam and macrospheres. The composite syntactic foam is then encased
within a durable external skin which includes Trelleborg’s
exclusive module integrity system called Ultra MIS. The
next stage of 4500m (15 000ft) qualified bouyancy is
already going through testing.

SeaBat 7112 System to WASS
Reson has delivered a SeaBat 7112 system to
Whitehead Alenia Sistemi Subacquei (WASS)
of Italy, as part of a harbour security
System.
SeaBat 7112 multibeam sonar
system for diver detection
consists of a
circular array and projector
ensonifying a cylindrical
volume of water up to
Seabat 7112
1000m range.

Unique Selling Point
Aberdeen equipment rental
company, Unique System, has
added to its inventory, the DMS-05
motion sensor and Meridian Subsea
gyro compass technology from
Teledyne TSS.
The DMS is manufactured by
Teledyne TSS at its advanced new
factory in Watford, UK. It is a highly
regarded compact and lightweight
three axis dynamic motion sensor
that is depth rated to 3000m as
standard. Its performance is such
that it can measure roll and pitch
accurate to 0.05deg within a range
of ±30deg and heave accurate to
5cm or 5% (whichever is greater)
through a range of ±10m. It offers
a range of features that make it an
ideal choice for users needing to
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compensate for vessel motion during
multi-beam survey work.
The Meridian subsea gyrocompass
is expected to be in demand from
ROV users and companies involved in
seabed construction projects. Depth
rated to 3000m, the Meridian Subsea
RP version bought by Unique also
includes a roll and pitch module as well
as the standard dynamically tuned gyro
which provides a level of performance
and accuracy unmatched by even the
latest fibre optic designs. The new gyro
has consequently been developed
to provide reliable maintenance-free
operation with a mean time before
failure in excess of 30 000 hours. The
only attention that the Meridian Subsea
is ever likely to require is occasional
calibration.

“Our rental customers expect to work
with the best and most innovative
equipment there is and our business
is to have the equipment available for
them when they need it,” explained
Ray Hughes of Unique System. “It
is a big investment for us but we
believe that by charging fair rental
fees we can create a situation where
everybody benefits. This has been the
Unique System philosophy at all of its
centres throughout the world and I am
confident that it will form the basis for
success in Aberdeen.”
The Meridian and DMS 05 from TSS

Enhanced Cutting

Current Monitor

InterMoor has completed its sixth job in the
Gulf of Mexico using its recently enhanced
Scimitar abrasive cutting tool.

Kongsberg Maritime has put together a package for reading the sea current speed and
direction at given points on a drilling riser. The
package consists of a doppler velocity log
(DVL) interfaced to a telemetry transponder,
which sends the 3D sea current data via
acoustics to the onboard HiPAP system.

InterMoor’s Scimitar is the only tool of its
kind where the abrasive is introduced at the
cutting head versus a slurry mix (abrasive
mixed at the high pressure pump). It has
had a 100% success rate.
.
The tool uses ultra high-pressure water to
move abrasive at transonic speeds to cut
virtually any type of material. It was adapted
from a pneumatic tool to a hydraulic tool
that centralises inside of the pile or caisson.
The Scimitar abrasive cutting tool sizes
cover a range of casing outside diameters:
7–16in, 16–48in and 52–72in. It is available
in three sizes with lengths of 12, 15 and
20ft and weights of 500, 1000 and 1400lbs.
InterMoor is one of only three companies
that offers this type of service in the Gulf of
Mexico.
Scimitar abrasive cutting tool

Equipment

.....
There are almost no limits to the number of
sea current packages that a single rig may
use. The only consideration is that the
telemetry takes time, which will influence the
update rates and possibly the DP reference
update, but only if the HiPAP is used for this.
Sea current does not change in direction or
speed over short periods of time, however,
so the HiPAP DVL update rate can be set to
read current data every 5 to 30mins, mitigating
impact on the update rates. Also the DP
reference update rate can be maintained at one
ping per second by installing hydroacousticaided iinertial navigation (HAIN) reference
system.
Above right: Sea current speed and direction meter
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Diving Vessels

DIVING

S

ubsea 7 is due to launch its new
dynamically positioned diving support
vessel (DSV), Seven Atlantic, imminently.
The vessel will be employed to fulfil longterm inspection, repair and maintenance
(IRM) and decommissioning programmes
for Shell. Designed for saturation and air diving
support work, it is based on a twin bell system
with a twin workstation deck-mounted air-dive
system for shallow diving.

Seven

The Seven Atlantic was built by IHC
Merwede, which was also responsible for
building Subsea 7’s rigid reeled pipelayer
Seven Oceans in 2007 and its flexible J-lay
vessel Seven Seas in 2008. Subsea 7 has
a fourth vessel on order with IHC Merwede
– the multipurpose offshore construction
vessel, Seven Pacific, due in late 2010.
The concept for the Seven Atlantic was
developed in response to a market
opportunity in the North Sea to service the
needs of a major oil operator. The design
was based on specific criteria, including the ability to
operate in the North Sea without re-supply for a period of
60 days, provide a clear aft deck area of 1200m2, have the
ability to carry 3000t of deck cargo at a height of 2m above
deck and be able to work in seas with significant wave
height of 4.5m.
Meeting these requirements called for an entirely new
design. The Seven Atlantic is over 140m in length, has
a 26m beam and, with around 18 000t displacement,
represents a new generation of DSV in terms of size,
capability and specifications.
The fully integrated twin-bell saturation diving system has
space for up to 24 divers in six chambers and is designed
to operate to a water depth of 350m. The core of this
system is the saturation chamber complex, which occupies
a superstructure compartment spanning the full width of
the ship. The chamber complex is designed for compliance
with Norwegian NORSOK requirements and offers a much
improved living environment for the divers than previous
systems.

The Seven Atlantic undergoing sea trials
arranged to bring the recovered diving bell to a side-mating position
with the saturation chamber complex.
To meet the 60-day duration specification (including compressions
and decompressions), the vessel features a very large storage
capacity for diver breathing gases, a gas and air management
system, and an atmospheric treatment system. Other equipment and
spaces for the diving system include the dive and chamber control
room and consoles.
Diving related piping for the gas, environmental control, ancillary
and hydraulic systems comprises more than 10km of pipe lengths.
Additionally, more than 50km of electrical cables will be applied for
the diving system.
The dive system, designed and built by Divex, includes ergonomically
designed divers’ living space. It also employs Divex’s SatCon
computer-based control system that automates life support
equipment and the hyperbaric environment including depth control.

All chambers have an external diameter of approximately
2.45m. The system features two transversely located
‘transfer under pressure’ chambers which permit access to
the diving bells without having to disturb personnel in the
other living chambers. These living chambers are arranged
longitudinally in the ship. They consist of four three-man
twin lock chambers and two six-man twin lock chambers.
Two 18-man hyperbaric lifeboats are connected to the
chamber complex, one port and one starboard.
Two diving bells of 7m internal volume are used to take the
divers from the ship to the seabed. These are deployed via
moonpools located adjacent to each other, amidships. This
arrangement is intended to minimise the effect of shipinduced motion on the bell operability.
The launch and recovery system spans multiple decks
within the superstructure and consists of four electrically
driven winches per bell (three for the hoist wires and one
for the umbilical), plus a heave compensation gantry
system and bell handling trolley system. The latter is
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The diving chamber systems
was designed by Divex

Atlantic

Technical Statistics
Depth rating
No. in saturation
No. of bells
No. of living chambers
Bell volume
Chamber system volume
External life support

Features of the Seven Atlantic’s dive system

Diver heating

SatCon Implementation
The development of the hyperbaric and monitoring control
system is based on established supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) as well as programmable logic
controller (PLC) and human machine interface (HMI)
systems. The overall control system is called SatCon.

Bell launch and recovery
Bell heave compensator
Gas storage
Diver gas reclaim
Chamber reclaim

It provides both manual and automated control of most
systems, with all essential information on system status
presented relative to its hierarchical importance. It also
enables a far higher level of data recording.
Chamber Layout
The chamber size and configuration provides
unprecedented levels of diver privacy and comfort with
enhanced levels of lighting, noise suppression and
environmental control.

350m sea depth
24 divers
2
two 6-man, four 3-man
7.3m3
347m3
14 x KI HCU-ER with 100%
redundancy
2 x 400kW with individual
diver pumps
3 x 12.5Te electric winches
– guide wireless system
Active for 4.5m sea states
45 000m3
Two 2-Diver Gasmizer with
SatCon integration
Three Divex Gaspure and
Helipure

Diving Vessels

VESSELS

Normand Subsea

Dual Hyperbaric Lifeboats
The newly developed lifeboats are designed to increase
diver survivability and incorporate the latest tow recovery
capability.
Bell Launch and Recovery System (LARS)
The bell LARS introduces a patented winching arrangement
which eliminates the traditional clump weight and guide
wires.
Three electric winches are directly connected to each bell
which can therefore be fitted with an enlarged stage and
have a far higher in-water weight to increase the operating
sea state. T
The moonpool doors are closed after recovery and there
is no need to attach/detach traditional guide wires, both
improving safety for surface crew during bell turnaround. It
also eliminates running wires on the bell during deployment.
Air-Dive Stations
There is an air-dive station port and starboard, complete
with a decompression chamber. Although it is less
sophisticated than other systems, it incorporates a more
telescopic boom for umbilical management to assist with
long excursions for air-range diving underneath platforms.
LED lighting Systems
Newly developed LED based lighting systems are used
throughout and the chambers have colour changing mood
lighting in addition to variable intensity down lights.
Water Fog Chamber Fire System
The traditional water deluge fire suppression system has
been replaced by a fresh water fog system approved for
hyperbaric use, requiring far less water while giving greater
coverage.

Normand Subsea

In October, Solstad and Subsea 7 held the official naming
ceremony for the Normand Subsea, a newbuild remotely
operated vehicle support vessel (ROVSV). It is one of the
largest and most sophisticated of its kind.
Owned and built by Solstad and chartered by Subsea
7, the Normand Subsea, which will be delivered to
Subsea 7 later this year, is a state-of-the-art, dynamically
positioned, life-of-field vessel, specifically designed for
inspection, repair and maintenance work.
It has four eyeball ROV systems and two workclass
ROVs, which are deployed from enclosed hangers via
moonpools or via guide rails. They can provide support in
waters down to 1200m. It has a transit speed of up
to 12 kts.
The cargo deck has an area of 705m2, and the deck can
hold 10t/m2 in the main deck or 5t/m inside the hanger.
The vessel has a module handling tower and well
stimulation equipment.
The 113m long ship is held on station by a dually
redundant Class 2 DP system. There are two tunnel
thrusters and two retractable azimuthing thrusters.
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Diviing

Diving

A diver inserting the welding head
through the chamber port

Hyperbaric Welding
A structural enhancement project in
Thailand and a repair project in the
North Sea are two recent applications
of the Nepsys dry underwater
welding technology from Neptune.
This technology was developed as
an innovative, viable alternative to
conventional hyperbaric practices.

system that continuously delivers
heated inert gas at a pressure above
that of the ambient hydrostatic water
pressure. Not only does the gas purge
the habitat of water, but it also dries
and preheats the parent metal. This
process also results in the elimination
of moisture and hydrogen from the weld
area and prevents quenching by the

“A traditional method of underwater
welding is to enclose the diver/welder
and the structure to be welded in a
dry underwater habitat,” said Andrew
McNicoll, quality health, safety and
environment (QHSE) manager at
Neptune. “This fully isolates the heat
affected zone from the surrounding
environment.”
The Nepsys system, however,
is based on a small chamber,
customised for each application and
installed by a diver. This only encloses
the area to be welded, where the
chamber forms a largely watertight
seal with small access ports around
the periphery. These allow the welding
head to be introduced to the area that
requires work, while the diver remains
outside the habitat.
Ideal welding conditions are
maintained by means of a unique
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Hyperbaric welding of a structural member

surrounding water to provide an even
thermal distribution.
“The habitats can be customised to suit
specific requirements, in very short time
frames at a fraction of the cost of the
traditional hyperbaric chambers,” said
McNicoll. “The highly portable system
can be rapidly mobilised.”

The quality of the final product is illustrated in approvals from
American Bureau of Shipping, Lloyd’s Register of Shipping,
Det Norske Veritas and Bureau Veritas.
The application in the southern Gulf of Thailand consisted
of a platform requiring reinforcement was located in 80m
of water. The solution involved the fabrication (completed
locally) and welding of two high strength H36 steel sleeves
to the platform jacket leg at water depths of between 5
and 12m. The sleeving solution was selected over the
more conventional method of clamping and grouting due
to its greater loading capacity, permanency and reduced
hydrodynamic loading.
Elsewhere, in the North Sea, a defective weld in the
structure of a floating production unit (FPU) was identified
as needing repair. A full penetration crack was located in a
column to sponson joint configuration at a water depth of
–15m. The solution involved grinding out the defective weld
and welding the joint externally using a Nepsys habitat, as
well as internally via rope access. The principal challenges
were access to the repair area and habitat designs.
Working in partnership with a major international diving
services company, the Nepsys team comprised five diver/
welders, two of whom worked via rope access inside the
structure, one systems technician and one project manager.
Facing adverse weather conditions, the internal and external
welding took a total of 12 hours.

Diving

.....
Hyperbaric Fire Extinguishers
International diving equipment technology company
Divex, has announced that, following a comprehensive
assessment by Lloyds Register, its range of
Hy-Fex hyperbaric fire extinguishers has been awarded
the Conformité Européenne accreditation – the CE mark.
This certifies that a product has met stringent EU
consumer health, safety or environmental requirements.
Divex believes this product is currently the only one
available in the market
place to meet the
standard.
The hyperbaric fire
extinguishers, available
in two sizes 3 and 7.5
litres, are designed to
be fitted in hyperbaric
diving and medical
therapy chambers.
They are charged
up to 133 bar with a
suitable chamber gas,
usually air or heliox.
The purposely-designed
The hyperbaric fire extinguisher
valves allow for
an intermittent use.

Submarine Rescue
One of the world’s most advanced rescue submersibles
has undergone a series of training exercises and simulated
rescues at The Underwater Centre in Fort William. The
NATO Submarine Rescue System (NSRS), which has been
designed and built by a consortium lead by Rolls Royce,
was tested as part of a seven-day training schedule.
A free swimming rescue vehicle which can be deployed
worldwide to reach stricken submarines, the submersible
has a crew of three and can rescue 12 people at a time.
Capable of diving up to 610m
and coping with pressures of 5
bars, it also boasts an innovative communication system
which comprises a 7mm fibreoptic cable which connects
the main rescue vehicle to the
surface.
Simulating real life rescues, a
‘target’ acting as a representation of a sunken submersible
was positioned underwater
at 50m. The NSRS was then
launched in a bid to test the
‘mating process’ – ensuring
that the soft seal of the rescue

vehicle properly sticks to the hatch of a stricken submarine.
The NSRS was previously tested at The Underwater
Centre as part of acceptance and proving trials. Last
year, the facility also hosted trials for the LR7 rescue
submarine, commissioned by the Chinese Navy,
underlining the Centre’s first-class industry relevant
testing conditions.
Designed and built to replace the ageing LR5 in 2006, the
NSRS is a joint British, Norwegian and French project.
In the event of a submarine in distress, it will
be deployed to the nearest suitable port and
taken on-board a mother ship. At the scene of
the stricken submarine, the mother ship, using
a portable A-Frame, will launch the vehicle
which will then ‘mate’ with the escape hatches
of the submarine.
The Underwater Centre, based on the shores
of Loch Linnhe, allowed the submarine to
be tested at depths of up to 150m – deeper
than most parts of the North Sea. As well as
providing trials facilities, it is a world class
centre of excellence for commercial diving
and remotely operated vehicle (ROV) training.
The NATO Submarine Rescue System
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PIPE LINES
The world’s first diverless hot tap operation on a
pressurised pipeline was recently performed by Statoil
on the Ormen Lange field in the Norwegian Sea during
early August 2009. This called for the development of
the world’s only remote hot tapping machine.
“As new fields are discovered or changing oil prices and
market demands make known discoveries economically
viable, it may be cost effective to add them to existing
infrastructure,” said Kjell Morisbak Lund, vice president
of pipelines and transport technology at Statoil.
“Connecting a pipe to an existing deepwater line
would historically mean shutting down and draining
the pipeline, cutting into it, adding a special tee spoolpiece and welding it or securing it in place, ensuring
the seal is leak-tight. All the water in the pipe would
then have to be displaced before the line could come
back onstream. We looked at this for Ormen Lange and
estimated this would take 3–4 weeks, with significant
cost consequences.”
The alternative is to carry out a hot tapping operation
which connects a branch pipeline to a tee-piece in the
main line without having to shut down production. This
operation is very common on land and even has a
proven track record of being performed in water depths
of up to 180m for which divers can assist, but it has
never been carried out in waters outside diver depth.
“The diver-operated hot tap units are essentially
marinised versions of the land-based system,” said
Lund. “For the remote version, however, it was
necessary to both introduce a new way of controlling
the processes and ensuring the design could withstand
significantly greater water pressures. Although Ormen
Lange lies in 860m of water, we have designed the unit
with 3000m of water in mind. While the mechanical
system is depth independent, it was the control system
that required most attention to ensure it worked in such
depths,” said Lund.

Diverless
The diverless hot tap project commenced in
2003, with pre-planning the design and drawing
up a list of contractors that could supply major
systems such as the hydraulics, mechanical
packages, lifting frames, control system, etc.
The design had to be adaptable for pipelines of
various diameters, with the lower limit possibly
being as small as 8in.

Once the units were assembled and tested,
Statoil began the onshore and then subsea
testing programme. For the pilot project, Statoil
selected the Tampenlink – a pipeline connecting
the Norwegian gas infrastructure to the UK via
the Far-North Liquid and Gas (FLAGS) line.
These lay within diving depth and thus would
allow assistance if anything had gone wrong,
although this ultimately proved unnecessary. This
did confirm, however, that the remote controlled
system would be even cost-effective, even at
depths up to 180m, for the reason that it obviates
the use of a diving spread.
The second test took place in a 900m deep
Norwegian fjord, which was used to verify the
control system in deep waters. Following the
success of this test, Statoil felt confident that it
could be used on Ormen Lange.
The Ormen Lange operations were specified to

Installation Sequence
The hot tapping machine and its
frame is lowered down onto the seabed near the pre-installed tee (1) on
which a valve is mounted.
The whole assembly is supported by
four legs incorporating large diameter
spud cans to prevent it sinking into the
sediment. With the aid of observation
remotely operated vehicles (ROV), the

1
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frame is positioned to straddle over the
pipeline. An umbilical is then run from the
surface to provide the necessary power
and control signals. The flying lead is then
introduced into the hot tap unit.
To anchor the machine securely
relative to the tee and help subsequent
alignment, clamps over the pipeline
are then closed (2).

3

Mono-ethylene glycol (MEG) is introduced through the ball valve. This is
used to displace any water that might
enter the gas pipe (3).
Large hydraulic arms are activated,
causing the gantry holding the cutting
machine to be raised from the horizontal to the vertical (4). The cutting
assembly is then slowly lowered over

4

TIE-INS

HotTap
tie in a new subsea template located the
southern part of the field, to the existing
infrastructure on the seabed. The two hot
taps were monitored and controlled from
the surface, assisted by 100 sensors,
23 cameras and 18 subsea computers
deployed on the seabed to transmit data
via heavy-duty cables. Disregarding
waiting on weather, the equipment was on
deck-to-deck in around 48 hours.
On Ormen Lange, the tee-piece was
previously installed when the pipe was
laid. The operation simply involved
installing a valve and hot tapping through
this tee. But what would happen if a tee
piece was not preinstalled? This is the
subject of the next phase of development.

Hot tap machine being deployed

“We are currently working on the
equipment and techniques that would be
necessary to retrofit a tee or some sort of
receptacle in diverless water depths,” said
Lund. “We have drawn up detailed plans
and plan to have such a device ready by
2012 in time for a specific project.”

Once the cutting machine is securely
attached, the cutter head system is
lowered down through the ball valve
and onto the live pipeline (6).

drill bit to make the pilot hole and act
as a reference. The cutting action into
the metal pipeline is carried out at the
bit’s periphery. Rather than a hole, the
machine therefore cuts a disc. This
coupon does not fall into the pipeline,
but is retained in the cutting head when
it is extracted.

The cutter head consists of a central

The MEG, which previously sat in the

the top of the tee, employing laser
markers enabling precise positioning
for mating (5).

5

6

Hot tap machine

Statoil often takes technology that it has
developed and spins a company off to
commercially exploit the invention. The
company, however, does not intend to
go along this route with the diverless
hot tap.
“Statoil is operator of the Pipeline
Repair System, a large pool of
equipment on standby to repair
pipelines on behalf of pipeline
operators on the Norwegian continental
shelf. When not being used for our
own requirements, it will be put at the
disposal of the members of the group,”
said Lund.
The company suggested, however,
that would consider periodically offering
it to a major contractor, but only
because this would ensure it would be
more regularly used and maintained,
improving reliability.

chamber, drains into the pipeline (7).
The shaft and bit is then retracted
through the ball valve and the valve
is closed. The hot tap machine is
then disconnected from the tee,
returned to a horizontal position. The
clamps are disengaged, the umbilical
disconnected and the assembly is
returned to the surface.

7
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Interview: David Brookes

INTERVIEW:
“There are numerous challenges facing
the deepwater sector,” said David
Brookes, chief engineer for subsea and
floating systems at BP. “These come
from a diverse range of sources and will
require innovative ideas and technology.
The solutions, however, must be reliable
and consistent with today’s oil price.”
The subsea industry is currently
experiencing a period of relative stability
with some cooling of demand following
the 2007–08 period when the surge
in oil prices drove a large increase
in the number of proposed projects.
This level of projects was probably not
sustainable. The tight market in the
supply chain drove the installation prices
up, and the subsequent fall in the oil
price has brought a more stable supply
and demand market.
At the time, it looked like subsea
developments had the potential to
account for 50–60% of BP’s total
projects. But as the costs escalated and
the oil price fell, the management looked
at alternative areas, such as onshore
tight gas and heavy oil systems, to
rebalance the portfolio.
“Subsea, particularly deepwater, is
still particularly important to BP and
currently accounts for 35–40% of
present and future developments.

“We have over 260 subsea wells,”
said Brookes, “and in the next
7–8 years, this figure will probably
double. But this will only happen if
we carry out work in a measured
and controlled manner and work
closely with service companies and
other operators to collectively solve
problems.”
In the past, independent oil
companies (IOCs) controlled a
majority of subsea acreage and
were able to bring their international
expertise to focus on specific issues.
A lot of acreage is now held by
national oil companies (NOCs).
Petrobras has the biggest inventory
of subsea wells and has always
taken a leading technical position,
but other, smaller NOCs are
starting to engage more with IOCs
in technological collaboration
agreements, and BP has forged
successful partnerships in places
such as Angola.
“Historically, we have had the BP or
Shell or Exxon way of doing things.
A good way of getting the costs
down is technical standardisation
with companies doing things the
same way,” said Brookes.
“With higher repeatability of
anything, you get better at it. It
lowers the cost and shortens the
delivery times. As an industry, we
need to do this more and get away
from bespoke solutions unless there
is an ineluctable economic argument
to the contrary.
“This means that the industry has
to communicate better. The SUT
is a good driver for developing
common systems, with overseas
branches being a good forum
for groups to communicate
internationally. Subsea UK is
also very good at bringing
the industry together. While
the competition between
companies drives up
standards and innovation,
co-operation and joint
developments have
other benefits. The
co-operation we see
between oil companies
for the common good
would be unthinkable
in industries such as
telecomms.”
David Brookes
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Subsea
Underwater technology will be the
this cannot be developed at any
oil price changes and be
its research
Challenges
But what are these challenges the subsea
industry is facing? Many problems are
purely geological, such as the difficulty
in imaging through salt and trying to
produce from poor quality reservoirs in
deep water.
“BP’s Paleogene reservoirs in the Gulf of
Mexico are potentially very large,” said
Brookes, “typically on the Walker ridge
area, we have several billion barrels of oil
in place. A normal recovery would give a
recovery factor of 25–35%, however, in
these wells, the low permeability lithology
means that the actual flow rates are very
low. Incongruously, this is set against a
background of very high pressures and
temperatures, which require the design of
specialist production equipment, including
a high-integrity pipeline protection system
(HIPPS) to allow the wells to be safely
shut in, if necessary.”
Even fields at the other end of the scale
are not without their problems. The deep
Miocene reservoirs, such as Thunder
Horse, have very high flow rates of
over 50 000b/d per well, but these
high well rates can lead to internal flow
induced vibration high levels of erosion
and if any sand is present.
If the wells lie at a large step-out distance
away from existing infrastructure, the
fluids lose energy. This problem must
be reversed in the form of pumping or
heating viscous fluids, if the wells are to
flow.
“It is not that you can’t solve these
problems by applying technology,” said
Brookes. “You can. But it becomes
expensive and requires considerable
testing to ensure its reliability before
being deployed.”

AUVs

Challenges
key that unlocks the deepwater frontier areas, but
price. The industry has got to learn from the recent
judicious about how and where it targets
and development
Subsea Technology
The application of technology to solve
deepwater development issues is
probably best represented in the area
of subsea processing.
“This has seen a number of recent
successes, but the industry has to
be careful about being too optimistic.
BP are keen on its development and
use – we are partners with Total in
the Pazfloor field in Angloa, where
FMC is to install a subsea separation
system – but we should be careful
in assuming such applications are
universal.
“While a number of systems have
been installed generally successfully,
the technology is still in its relative
infancy. If we look at the obvious

benefits, we have to balance this by
recognising the reliability issues as well
as inherent limitations in operational
performance. Pumps, for example, have
a relatively fixed performance while
the wells that they are pumping, have
continuously changing characteristics.
“BP is still actively considering a subsea
separation and water injection system
on Foinaven, but it has to be simpler
and fit within economic margins. BP
pioneered the world’s first subsea
separation application on Zakum Central
in the Arabian Gulf in the mid ’70s and
understand the issues very well.
“Seabed processing equipment should
not be considered in isolation, but as part
of a complete system from sand face to
topsides processing.

Career Development
“The other main area that we have
to be vigilant about is developing our
subsea workforce,” said David Brookes.
“We must try and isolate ourselves
from the more extreme effects of the
cyclical industry. At present, there is no
real shortage of work with the backlog
from 2007–08, and we have kept our
workforce level, recuiting modestly over
the last year, and we are now recruiting
again.
“There is lots of work for subsea
engineers in Houston, although
currently Aberdeen is a bit lighter. While
there may be a gap in the installation
market in 2011 because of the lack
of orders in 2009, this will level out,
while elsewhere, many equipment
manufacturers are still buoyant and
key contractors are suffering some
poaching for critical staff.

“A more fundamental issue is that an
entire generation is slowly retiring and that
is something we have to address. In our
aggressive 2006–07 recruiting campaign,
we purposefully took on 75 engineers in
the younger, earlier part of their career,
changing the average workforce age
demographic by 8–10 years. But younger
people need the training and experience
to fill the skills gap. A discipline heath
check identified the critical gaps that will
be there in 5 years time. We then selected
key younger engineers to have an
accelerated development programme.
“This is a pilot we intend to extend to
other engineers in the early part of their
careers and is part of BP’s philosophy. But
this indepth technical training is only one
aspect in the development. It is not only
necessary to know the right answer, but to
get the right message across.”

One area of subsea technology
that is likely to have a big impact
on cost reduction is autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs). Not only
are improvements in performance
allowing them to operate longer, but
developments in artificial intelligence
(AI) are opening the possibility for them
to carry out more complex tasks. They
can look at structures, like a manifold
or christmas tree, and make decisions
about what it is recording.
“We have used them for shallow water
infield surveys in Azerbaijan in areas
where you just couldn’t get divers or
ROVs to operate,” said David Brookes.
“As an operator company, we are not
likely to fund all the development costs,
but we would support them and show
them market applications where we
would use such systems.

Interview: David Brookes

DAVID BROOKES

“There is a strong crossover from
the military where they have been
used for mine countermeasures, and
the technology can be transferred to
the offshore industry, spreading the
huge development costs over many
markets.”

For example, with some field
characteristics, it might be cost effective
to separate fluids into a single phases
and boost them individually, even though
it effectively involves two flowlines.
“All subsea processing systems will
require some form of electrical power,
and the technology to supply this at
long distances is still in its infancy. A
significant subsea gas compression plant
would require as much as 50–60MW.
“That is why the world is taking a long
look at projects such as Ormen Lange
and Snøhvit, with their respective step out
distances of 132km and 220km. Because
reliability is paramount, StatoilHydro is
carrying out long term tests on different
designs at its Nyhamma and Karsto
facilities for the equipment for a subsea
compression plant for Ormen Lange.
This is a good example of the way that
operators can work with competing
suppliers to develop the necessary
technology that it is likely to require.
“There is a onus on operators to keep
themselves aware of the real technical
breakthroughs made by the smaller
companies and we encourage all
engineers to keep a dialogue open
with not only the big companies but the
smaller ones.”
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Cables and umbilicals

Last July, JDR Cable Systems
Ltd formally opened the huge
sliding doors of its new £20 million
manufacturing facility at Hartlepool
dock on the north east coast of
England. This has become an integral
component of the company’s strategy
to supply materials and services to
the burgeoning offshore renewables
industry, while also increasing its
capabilities to supply its traditional oil
and gas sector market.
The east-coast base is well placed
geographically to provide cables and
support services to the numerous
European wind farms. From the new
deepwater quayside base, JDR will
specialise in the engineering and
manufacture of a range of specialist
subsea power cables and umbilicals
that could not be easily provided
by its inland facility in Littleport,
Cambridgeshire.
“About five years ago, we began to
identify the potential for the supply
of cables into the offshore renewal
energy market,” said JDR’s managing
director, Patrick Phelan. “We had
just won the power cable contract for
the Beatrice wind farm demonstrator
project and recognised that these
renewable energy turbines were likely
to become increasingly important in
the UK’s desire for a balanced energy
supply.
“Each of these offshore wind farms
were envisioned to involve in excess
of 100 wind turbines, and if we were
to be a major player in the power
cable market, it would mean a
significant investment to provide the
necessary capacity to be a leading
provider.

Power Plan
On reviewing a number of possible
sites, JDR settled upon Hartlepool as
the most suitable. The infrastructure
included five all-tide access berths,
900m of quay with water depths
of 8.5m as well as three 63t quay
cranes.

“The response from the market has
been very positive. Within days of the
official opening, we were awarded the
contract for the Wave Hub project, and
we can now competitively bid for larger,
heavier projects that would have been
previously difficult to supply.”

The new plant centres on an old
timber warehouse, which was
converted at a cost of £3-4 million,
not including the heavy manufacturing
equipment.

JDR says that access to the
renewables market has offset the
temporary decline in the offshore oil
and gas market. But with such a large
state-of-the-art facility, does this signal
the demise of the Littleport base?

At its core is a pair of 30m-diameter
carousels, each of which have a
capacity of 2200t. Other major pieces
of equipment are the two armouring
lines, one 100-bobbin unit designed
with a bitumen/roving system
specifically for power cables, and
the other 100-bobbin machine for
umbilicals.
There are power cable helical lay up
machines as well as a polymer jacket
extrusion line. There are also three
9.2m 300t process reels.
“We temporarily seconded 25 people
from the Cambridgeshire base to
kick-start the Hartlepool operation and
have recruited 50 local people to staff
the facility to date,” said Phelan.

“In parallel with this, we were also
sensitive to a demand from our
customers in the oil and gas sector for
increasingly longer lines in response
to the growing trend for operators to
tie back satellite wells and fields to
existing infrastructure increasingly
long distances away,” he added.
Longer cables would typically be
heavier than those currently produced
in the Cambridgeshire manufacturing
base, where transportation of heavy
reels would be an issue.
A base located at a port would allow
cables and umbilicals to be spooled
directly from the factory carousels
onto offshore cable/umbilical laying
vessels moored on the deepwater
quay.
The new Hartlepool facility
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“Far from it,” insists Phelan. “We have
been growing the plant from 100 to
180 staff. With Hartlepool able to
manufacture the larger lines of 100t
and over, this has meant that Littleport
has been able to concentrate on the
lighter lines such as the intervention
and workover control system umbilicals
for deepwater fields, as well as hoses
and control cables used in all of our
products.”
“The Littleport works are also able to
manufacture individual components
which can then be shipped to Hartlepool
or Thailand and be incorporated within
the long length production umbilicals
being manufactured there, providing
unique flexibility.”

The Hartlepool facility is already by
working on three contracts.
One is the manufacture of a 14km
long subsea power cable for Total’s
Libondo field offshore Congo.
It will also supply seventy interarray cables for Greater Gabbard,
the world’s largest offshore wind
farm. The work is being carried out
in two phases. The first consisting of
seventy cables, totalling 100km, was
carried out in the Littleport faciliites,
but the second phase, currently
under manufacture, will be completed
in Hartlepool by next March.

Cables and umbilicals

t

Three Contracts

One of the two 9.2m 300t process reels

Importantly, Littleport also
remains the centre of research
and development. One area that
remains a company focus is the
development of hoses able to
withstand high pressure, high
temperature (HP/HT) conditions.
“We have been supplying hoses
able to withstand up to 15 000psi,
however, clients have been
asking us about the possibility of
hoses rated to 20 000 psi,” said
Phelan. “These necessitate novel
designs which not only require new
grades of aramid reinforcement
for pressure retention, but new
liner materials for the higher
temperatures. We are looking

at subsea pump umbilicals which
combine power cores, hydraulics
and fibre optics.”

Just after the Harlepool facility was
opened, JDR won a £7.6 million
contract for the Wave Hub.

Another important aspect of cables
is the time spent installing them.
JDR has consequently looked at
developing special terminations and
pull-in aids to reduce the installation
time.
“An offshore wind farm is typified by
a large number of interconnecting
and trunk cables. On Greater
Gabbard, for example, there are 140
power cables with a termination at
either end. Any saving in the time to
pull in these cables can be translated
into cost savings,” said Phelan.

JDR
The Hartlepool facility joins
manufacturing bases in Littleport,
Stattahip in Thailand and Krimpen in
the Netherlands. JDR also has sales
and support offices in Aberdeen,
Bankok, Bergen, Houston, and
Tianjin in China.
The deepwater base at Sattahip

will continue to supply the growing
markets in Australia, Indonesia
Malaysia and the Middle East. The
Krimpen facility leads the market in
seismic exploration cables including
airgun umbilicals and lead-in cables.
JDR’s average revenue growth over
the past two years has been 40%.

The Wave Hub
The wave Hub is essentially an
electrical socket sitting on the seabed
10 miles off the Cornwall coast in
50m of water. It is being pioneered
by the UK’s South-West regional
development agency.
JDR won the contract for the 25km
of 33kV subsea power and fibre optic
cables to connect it to the national
grid. They will also supply four
additional 300m three phase cables
and dry mate connectors to link the
wave energy converters back to the
Wave Hub.
The contract also included the
subsea protection package and subsea terminations. It will be delivered
mid-2010 in time for the 2011 deployment of the wave energy devices

A cable carousel
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CABLES AND

Umbilicals
The Next Millennium

Ice-Resistant Cables
and high bandwidth telemetry both to
and from a device.

Birns has introduced an advanced,
versatile level of connectivity with its
Millennium 3T series. This recent
addition to the Millennium range offers
a diverse suite of capabilities with
both multi- and single- mode optical
fibres, and high voltage (≤3.6Kv)
and low voltage (≤600v) conductors
– delivering bandwidth and power for
extreme depth applications.

Separately, the Millennium 3T electro
coax hybrid segment includes GPS
capabilities, as well as flexible
solutions for high definition cameras
and antennae for military and
industrial applications. This elevated
level of capabilities and performance
does not come at the cost of optical
loss, however. The typical loss
recorded for a cable assembly of
the series is <1dB, in accordance
with ANSI/TIA/EIA-455 for fibre-optic
return loss test procedures.

The Millennium 3T family was
created specifically to push the
technological barriers for challenges
inherent in transmitting significant
amounts of real-time data for subsea
observatories, towed data acquisition
devices and ROV projects or any user
of underwater electro-optical or coax
cabling.

Iceﬂex
The Millennium 3T series

Power Data

Until now, the internal wiring for

ethernet sensors on ROVs required
two cables: one for powering
instruments and one for transferring
data. This prompted SubConn to
develop a combined power and
Eethernet cable. Both functions
are now performed by a speciallydesigned 13-contact connector
that is capable of up to 1 Gbit/s
data transmission over 100m of
specialised underwater cable.
Reducing the number from two cables
to one represents savings both in
terms of space, as the connector has
the same dimensions as the existing
single function version, and in terms of
economy. The combined cable is less
expensive than purchasing the two
single function cables.

The SubConn combined
power and data cable

Increased data transfer speed
compared to standard cable also
means that it can pay to replace
existing ROV cabling.
.
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Prirazlomnoye is the first oil production
project on the Russian Arctic shelf.
It is located 60km offshore on the
Pechora sea shelf. The ice-resistant
stationary platform is essential to the
development of this oil field. It is a
multi-functional complex constructed to
offer the possibility of accepting oil from
other oil fields. Its capacity is 22 000t of
oil and 1 million m3 of gas per day.
The special cables for Sevmash,
totalling around 850km, will be
manufactured in the specialised
facilities of Nexans Kukdong Electric
Wire, Korea. Production has already
started, and deliveries will continue
until the end of 2011.

The robust new
series provides
distinct competitive
advantages over
other electro-optical
connectors, as it can
carry high and low
voltages – a single
connector can deliver
power and control signals

In response to growing needs in the
remotely operated vehicle (ROV)
industry, SubConn has developed and
manufactured a new combined power
and data cable. ROVs and other
underwater equipment can now be
powered through the same cable used
for data transfer.

Nexans has been awarded a contract
worth around €6 million by Sevmash,
Russia’s largest shipbuilding company,
to develop, manufacture and supply
low-temperature and ice-resistant
control, instrumentation and power
cables for the marine ice-protected
Prirazlomnaye stationary oil production
platform in the Barents Sea.

Earlier this year, Nexans launched
Iceflex, the world’s first marine and
offshore full-range cable qualified for
extremely low temperatures such as
those experienced in the Arctic.
This range of cable, which is intended
for use in a wide variety of shipboard
and offshore/onshore applications,
remains highly flexible at temperatures

Subsea Cable Installation
Subocean has become the first
company to use a DP vessel equipped
with ploughing technology to install
cables in the windfarm market. The
innovative approach has cut cable
installation time by 50%, providing the
marine renewables’ sector with a more
cost-effective and efficient solution.
Using its specially-adapted cable
installation vessel, the Polar Prince,
the company installed four power
cables 1m under the seabed in 30m
of water on the world’s first 100 wind
turbine generator (WTB) development

Underwater Testing System
Subsea 7 has taken delivery of a new, self-contained
underwater umbilical testing system.
Traditional testing requires one end of the cable to be
attached to a ship on the surface, where insulation and
conductor resistance and time domain reflectometry can
be measured.

Above: the Prirazlomnoye development. Inset: an Iceflex cable

as low as –-50°C, while ensuring advanced fire
performance.
Normally cables with conventional insulation become
stiff and brittle in intense cold, which can be problematic
especially in places such as the Arctic. To address this
problem, Iceflex features special materials that enables the
cable to stay flexible at low temperatures. This makes it
ideal to support the growing number of oil and gas projects
taking place in the Arctic.
Iceflex adheres to all current environmental and safety
standards, and the cable is able to meet the challenge of
severe cold or ice storms. It operates reliably in icy, snowy
conditions under a variety of technical applications and can
survive in exposed conditions onboard, topside or in frozen
ground or permafrost. The cable also easily adapts to
abrupt temperature variations such as those taking place
during spring and autumn.
Iceflex comes in two versions: halogen-free flame and
fire retardant (HFFR) and halogenated versions. The
cables do not propagate smoke or fire, or generate
toxic gases and maintain power supplies for vital safety
equipment, such as emergency lighting, fire pumps or
communications circuits.

Cables and umbilicals

.....
This caused Subsea 7 to envisage in situ testing, which
necessitated the design of an entirely new way of measuring cable function. Instead of bringing the umbilicals to
surface to test, the new system lowers testing connectors
down to the cable on the seabed. This saves time and
lowers costs.
MacArtney designed this self-contained testing system
with an electrical and fibre optic downline. The connector
garage is lowered to the umbilical by winch and attached
to connectors on the umbilical by ROV. Much like an
underwater extension cable, the self-contained system
measures insulation resistance, conductor resistance and
time domain reflectometry.
The topside junction is placed and operated on the
vessel, and is designed to operate even during harsh
weather conditions. The subsea junction box can withstand pressure of at least 50 bar and can be operated at
depths of at least 500m.
The system tests the umbilical section by section, precommissioning the entire length of the umbilical flowline
system before it is taken into use.
Subsea 7 will use this umbilical testing system on its
Vega project, a daisy chained installation including flowline expansion spools, static umbilical, dynamic umbilical
and a 3in MEG line. It is being installed during the 2009
season.
At depths of approximately 380m in Norwegian sector of
the North Sea, the installation will service the new Gjøa
floating production platform.

– Vattenfall’s Thanet offshore
windfarm, off Ramsgate on
the Kent coast.

The cables were each
installed within 24 hours
which, compared with
conventional methods. It
takes at least two days to
lay and bury one cable,
so for Subocean to save a
day’s operational activity for
one cable is exceptional,
particularly when put into full
project perspective that the
Thanet project alone involves
laying 100 cables.
The Polar Prince

Underwater testing system
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When the Saab Group acquired Seaeye Marine in 2007,
one of its strategic objectives was to investigate the potential
of broadening and adapting its military-based subsea
technology for use in the civil offshore/marine market.
There were clear synergies between the autonomous
vehicle portfolio of Saab Subsea Systems and the electrical
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) systems developed by the
Hampshire-based manufacturer. What this also gave Saab,
was access to Seaeye’s wealth offshore market expertise
that could enable the expanded group to collaborate in
pursuing alternative market opportunities.
Now, two years later, Saab Underwater Systems has
unveiled its first civil product – the SAROV Offshore Hybrid.
This concept could realistically have significant practical
ramifications on how future deepwater observation and
intervention activities are conducted, and Saab is working
closely with Aker Solutions on ways to practically develop the
technology. An introductory system was unveiled at Offshore
Europe in Aberdeen, inviting industry comments before the
complete system is formally launched next year.
“Saab Underwater Systems has a strong background in
developing unmanned underwater vehicles, traditionally
for mine countermeasure operations and search/recovery
and potentially for maritime security and artificial targets,”
said Sven-Inge Svensson, vice president of unmanned
systems. “We have a good record, selling over 70 systems
across the world. While the SAROV Offshore Hybrid is
new, its components and systems have been tested over
many years in parallel, but equally demanding, theatres of
operation.”
One of Saab’s most advanced military designs is the Double
Eagle, a hybrid vehicle that combines the speed and costeffectiveness of an untethered autonomous underwater
vehicle (AUV) with power efficiency and flexibility of a
tethered ROV (UT2 August/September 2008, p44–45). Many
of its features have now found their way into the new offshore
Saab autonomous remotely operated vehicle (SAROV).
“The Double Eagle had to be large enough to afford it a high
endurance while being able to carry a disposal charge for
mine detonation. The SAROV Offshore Hybrid is designed
more for observation and light intervention on distributed
offshore infrastructure, thus necessitating a different design
shape and specifications,” said Svensson.
While the SAROV Offshore Hybrid has a similar length to
its military counterpart, it is available in two configurations:
Thrusters giving vertical
and lateral propulsion to
manoeuvre the subsea
intervention tool into position
Sonar
Lighting
Camera
Tool pack

Bow of the SAROV
offshore hybrid
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Oﬀshore
The double-hull SAROV Offshore Hybrid

single and double hull rated to 3000m
water depth. Both are 3m in length and
450mm in height, however, the double hull
increases the Offshore Hybrid’s width from
400mm to 900mm and the launch weight from
250kg to 650kg.
The double hull increases the forward speed from 4kts to
5kts and the forward thrust from 30kgf to 100kgf (although
the lateral thrust is marginally increased from 25kgf to 30kgf
and the vertical thrust remains the same at 50kgf). This thrust
may be a bit low for certain applications, but since the control
system allows alternate thruster configurations, tool packs can
include additional thrusters if needed without having to sacrifice
size, weight and endurance for other missions. It also doubles
the payload from 40kg to 80kg and increases the battery
capacity from 8kWh to 14kWh which manifests as an increase
from 2–4 hours to 3–10 hours.

ROV Mode
“When in ROV mode, the vehicle is connected to the surface
facilities by an umbilical,” said Jan Siesjo, chief engineer at
Saab Underwater Systems. “In the military versions, with their
characteristic shallower water depths and shorter ranges the
umbilical commonly provides both control and power.
“The SAROV Offshore Hybrid, however, contains its own
power supply in the form of a bank of batteries located within
the vehicle. This means that the umbilical can be reduced to a
simple fibre optic line for communication (for control/data) only.
This fibre optic tether is so light, that it obviates any clashing
problems when looking at risers and mooring systems in
FPSOs that might be expected in more traditional vehicles.”

AUV Mode
Various autonomous vehicles are commonly used in the
offshore sector to carry out pipeline or grid pattern surveys. For
these, being able to ‘fly’ at speed is an advantage, and they
consequently feature a smooth hydrodynamic morphology with
thrusters positioned at the stern.
The SAROV Offshore Hybrid departs from this classic AUV
shape because its intended function requires manoeuvrability
rather than speed. It would need to fly near or within a subsea

Underwater Vehicles

The SAROV Offshore Hybrid

Hybrid
production system’s protection frame in order to examine
or interface with individual components. This instead
favours a structure that is thin enough to pass through
smaller gaps under a protective covering, with thrusters
at either end that allow 360deg movement in three
dimensions. Another application might be to inspect
risers in a floating production, storage and offloading
(FPSO)vessel. In free flying mode AUV, it can swim within
the pipes or mooring lines to perform automatic inspection.
It is not so much the vehicle shape, however, but how it will
be deployed that could realistically open up a new horizon
in inspection vehicle methodology.
The idea envisages the SAROV Offshore Hybrid being
semi-permanently installed on the seabed within a
retrievable modular structure located near a template or
manifold, with habitation times of up to six months. The
AUV itself would be connected to a docking station from
which it would receive power from an inductive port, while
instructional commands would be relayed wirelessly from
a radio link via the template’s communication umbilicals.
Steering and docking could be carried out manually,
automatically or semi-automatically. Once the operation
has concluded, it could send the survey information back
to the docking station. The data stream would then be
wired back to the template/manifold and eventually routed
to the surface control facility.
While this general idea is not new, Saab Underwater
Systems are actively cooperating on the concept
development of the SAROV system with subsea
equipment manufacturer Aker Solutions of integration and
adaptation of the subsea installation for AUV inspection,
maintenance and repair (IMR) operations. A full-scale
integration on selected subsea production systems will
contribute to Aker Solutions life-cycle service philosophy.
This mission could be simple observation task or a more
complex maintenance operation which might require
semi-specialist equipment, such as a a torque tool. It is
likely that a number of tools might be required to carry out
an operation. Carrying a number of tools on one vehicle
would add weight and possibly impair its manoeuvrability.

Four DC brushless
thrusters for
propulsion and
manoeuvring
Camera

Lighting

Stern of the SAROV Offshore Hybrid

The solution envisaged by Saab is a number of toolboxes
located at the base of the docking port where the vehicle
would select the appropriate device to interface with
subsea structure componentry.
“The advantage of locating the AUV subsea is that it
reduces the requirement and therefore, costs, for ROV
or AUV support vessels,” said Svensson. “Availability
of surface vessels and equipment depends heavily on
weather as well as market demand. Time spent waiting on
weather goes up from 8.5% in summer to 28% in winter on
the Norwegian continental shelf.
“The SAROV Offshore Hybrid design is a good example
of the benefits of combining the teams in Sweden
and Hampshire,” said Svensson. “The lightweight
polycarbonate vehicle frame is redolent of those across the
entire Saab Seaeye ROV range, while the tried and tested
DC brushless thrusters are also similar to those found in
the ROVs.”
“Conversely, the navigation software is borrowed from
Saab Underwater Systems’ AUV suite, which allows the
vehicle to digitally recognise position from inbuilt maps.
Thus a virtual template structure can be assembled within
the Sarov’s memory obstacle avoidance software within the
navigational circuitry.”

Radio
Link

Wet-Mate
connector
(power and
signal)

AUV
Docking
Station

Inductive
Recharger

SAROV

Tool Pack
Retrievable Module Structure

Stern of the SAROV Offshore Hybrid. The connection
between the docking station and the SAROV is nonmechanical in order to avoid wear and tear of the
connectors. The SAROV is recharged by induction
which may deliver up to approximately 2kW with current
technology (7 hours to full recharge of the battery).
Communication may go through a wireless radio modem
implemented on the docking station.
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Ship Salvage
VideoRay ROV Plays Critical Support
Role in Persian Gulf Operation
A gas rig operator in the Middle East had a very serious
problem. Not only had one of its workboats sank
50 miles offshore in the Persian Gulf, but it was lying
on an underwater gas pipeline, requiring the well to
be turned off until the vessel was safely removed.
This was both a large and delicate job that had to be
accomplished rapidly. The Dubai-based Momentum
group was called to help.

1

Momentum is a leading global contractor for drilling and
related services, with 25 years of experience. In that
time, it has developed a reputation for rapid, effective
and cost-efficient mobilisation of observation remotely
operated vehicles (ROVs). This job proved to be very
good fit for its VideoRay ROVs, as the work required the
use of reliable and powerful, yet very small vehicles.
Momentum owned VideoRay Deep Blue ROVs that were
ideally suitable for this operation. To operate them, they
entered into a joint venture with Hydrabotix of Plymouth.
Tom Wadsworth, Hydrabotix’ principal VideoRay operator
was onsite within days.

2

The vessel sank due to a hull penetration caused by
collision with the rig. The first step in the plan, therefore,
was to perform a complete assessment of both the wreck
and the rig. This was followed by the creation of a local
debris map. Furthermore, it was necessary to survey
the rig for structural damage and assist the commercial
divers in the removal. The VideoRay was also to play the
key role of positioning the crane over the rig.
“VideoRay’s portable control box, low power
requirements and easy one-handed deployment afford
great flexibility when deciding where the operator is
located,” said Tom Wadsworth of HydraBotix. “In this
case, a large dynamic positioning vessel was part of the
salvage equipment on site and integral to the success
of the operation. The vessel’s dive control station turned
out to be an excellent location from which to operate the
VideoRay.”

3

Great care had to be taken to keep the vehicle away
from the constantly turning propellers, along with their
wash. As with any ROV operation, the location of the
umbilical can sometimes be more important than the
location of the vehicle itself.
Continued p36
Images top to bottom: 1.VideoRay Deep Blue ROV deployment by the diving crew (Inset: the Deep Blue). 2. 3D
visualisation based on initial VideoRay ROV footage helped
the crew and divers plan the strap placement and lift of the
vessel. 3.The dynamic positioning vessel used to launch the
VideoRay ROV and divers via a moonpool. 4. The vessel
rising from the seabed after being parbuckled
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Mine Survey
A pair of Sub-Atlantic remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) have been used
to inspect and clear a flooded section
of a huge mining facility in Saskatchewan province, northern Canada,
which is home to the largest undeveloped high-grade uranium deposit in
the world.
Louisiana-based Offshore Innovative
Solutions was asked by Cameco to
conduct video inspections and sonar
surveys in a section of the Cigar Lake
mine 420m below ground level, which
had been flooded during an inflow in
August 2008.
A Sub-Atlantic Super Mohawk was
used to carry out initial survey work
and locate the source of the inflow before the project scope was expanded
to include construction and demolition,
which necessitated the addition of a
second ROV.
Offshore Innovative Solutions mobilised a Sub-Atlantic Mohican to assume the role of stand-by and second
onsite ROV. A remediation plan was
developed to stop the inflow by installing an inflatable grout bag to form a
barrier.
Once the grout bag was positioned

Ship Salvage Continued

As the job has progressed, Offshore
Innovative Solutions has taken on additional tasks, such as providing guidance
and support to Cameco’s engineering
team in preparation for remediation and
backfilling of the inflow location.
Ventilation pipes, water pipes, electrical conduit and rock bolts had to be
removed to facilitate the installation of
the grout bag. In addition, the entire
inflow area had to be dredged to
remove sand and rock located in the
mine tunnel.
The scope of the remediation work
would normally require the use of a
work-class ROV system, however, due
to the restrictive size of the mine shaft,
an inspection class had to be retrofit-

ted to carry out
the work.
The Sub-Atlantic
Super Mohawk was
outfitted with dual
five-function manipu
lators, hydraulic grinders, water jet, hydraulic
cutter, low visibility cameras and sonar.
Offshore Innovative Solutions also
designed and manufactured numerous
specialty tools for the ROV to use to
facilitate the remediation.
Offshore Innovative Solutions has been
able to achieve the above with the help of
Sub-Atlantic’s superior customer service,
technical support and quick response
times.
The job has now been completed successfully with the ROVs on-site completing more than 600 dives and over 4000
in-water hours, performing everything from
inspection to dredging to demolition, all
while working in a high risk, low visibility
environment.

from p34

“One of my talents is creating
3D models for visualisations and
animations,” said Wadsworth. “When
not operating the vehicle, I created a
series of models to assist the effort.
This allowed the divers, salvors,
crane operators and managers to
envisiage the ship to move as we
lifted it.
“As often happens when a
VideoRay is included in the mix of
tools available to commercial dive
operations, the tasks assigned to the
ROV grew as its capabilities became
clear. An exciting, and critical, role
was running the messenger lines,
which eventually would pull the lifting
straps. Given the extremely tight
clearance, this could not have been
done by larger ROVs. And it was way
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and filled, the area of the inflow was
backfilled with concrete. The plan
required that the working level of the
mine be free from any obstructions
which could possibly puncture or damage the grout bag.
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too dangerous for human divers. But
it was not difficult at all for the Deep
Blue VideoRay.”
The first step of the salvage was
to gently lift the wreck off of the rig
and move it to shallower waters.
The second step occurred in these
shallower waters where it could be
uprighted and made watertight.

involved agreed that it played an
invaluable role in the successful
mission, which was done
completely safely, within planned
time and budget parameters.”

“For each step, the VideoRay was
involved, generally observing the
underwater operations, providing light
for the divers and information for the
planners and managers on deck,”
said Wadsworth.
“All involved learned to include
the inspection class ROV in their
planning and implementation, and all

Tom Wadsworth of HydraBotix operates
the VideoRay Deep Blue ROV
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Customs Training
The US Customs and Border Protection,
Miami completed advanced training
on its new remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) during a week at the SeaBotix
headquarters in San Diego. The Miami
Customs Officers had previously been
to SeaBotix for basic training with the
five-thruster LBV150SE-5 with crawler
skid assembly. This time, they opted for
an advanced training course, focusing on
advanced servicing, sonar use and hull
crawling.

protecting the Port of Miami. US Customs
and Border Protection, Miami, inspects
incoming ship’s hulls while anchored 1 to
2 miles out awaiting their turn to dock.
Federal Officer JC Allende
enthusiastically described some of what
they had learned, expressing confidence
in the teams newly acquired know-how.
He talked about learning new navigation
and scaling techniques with Tritech’s
Seanet software, as well as honing their
navigation skills with advanced sonar
training.

After completing the training, the group
expressed confidence that the skills they
Water Pipe
received would not only enhance their
mission-critical readiness, but would also A SeaBotix vehicle was recently used to
increase their chances at receiving much investigate a reduction in the capacity of
desired support for additional assets in
the Ohio American Water Co’s 2800ft,

Deploying the LBV

24in cast-iron pipe and 3000ft, 30in
reinforced concrete pipe intake
pipes in Ashtabula, Ohio. Using an
LBV300XL, the problem was identified
and the blockage removed, restoring
the system to full capacity and
enabling the utility to meet customer
demand.

Ice ROV
Two newly designed
Russian icebreakers
are sharing a Saab
Seaeye Falcon ROV
for pipeline operations
in the Barents Sea.
Housed in a dedicated
control container, the
Falcon is passed
between the ships as
they undertake pipeline
survey and inspection
work, along with diving
support tasks.
The specially designed container was
created and manufactured by Tetis
Pro, Saab Seaeye’s Russian distributor and the largest company in Russia
to specialise in the design, construction and supply of diving and subsea
equipment.
The two new diesel-electric icebreakers, St Petersburg and Moscow, are
built to an advanced hull design that
improves seaworthiness in hostile
sea-states and needs less power
input during icebreaking operations.
The Falcon’s ability to work in demanding conditions and powerful currents, despite its compact size, is one
of many reasons why Tetis Pro chose
this highly successful vehicle.
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Saab Seaeye
Falcon

‘It is simple to use, light to man-handle,
and fast to deploy, said Dmitry Voytov,
head of ROVs at Tetis Pro. “Upgrade is
easy, and various tooling skids can be
added and changed as needed.”
In addition to undertaking survey and
inspection work, the Falcon supplied to
the icebreakers is fitted with a detachable five-stage manipulator skid for
light work tasks, along with preparing
underwater cargo ready for lifting.
It is the fifth Falcon supplied to Russian
customers through Tetis Pro. Others
are currently engaged in pipeline freespan monitoring, mine detection prior
to pipe-laying, marine biology work and
deployment within the Russian Navy.

Engineers attached the 6500ft umbilical cord containing fibre optic and
power cables, lowered the vehicle
into the water and piloted it into the
line. The umbilical cord weighs 400lbs
while the ROV weighs 36 lbs, but a
special jacket on the former and
syntactic foam on the latter made
them both neutrally buoyant. Brushless direct-current thrusters on the
vehicle – four forward, one vertical
and one lateral – enabled four-axis
manoeuvrability.
A three-jaw grabber on the ROV
was used to large and small items,
assisted by the colour and low-light
black-and-white camera.
At the pipe’s deepest point, the
camera revealed a 1/2 to 3/4in thick
layer of zebra mussels covering
100% of the wall, as well as sediment half-filling the line. Besides this,
golf balls, two bowling balls and a
tyre were seen in the pipe. Cleaning
progressed 100ft at a time. Workers
pulled the material back to the vault,
then pumped it to a lagoon. It took
50 hours to clean each pipe.
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Hallin Five-Year Contract

$3.2 Billion on WROVs
Annual oil and gas industry
expenditure on work-class remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) operations
is likely to reach $3.2 billion by
2014, with African and Asia Pacific
expenditure overtaking that of
Western Europe in the coming
years. These are amongst the
findings in the new edition of The
World ROV Market Report
2010–14, a market study published
by energy business analysts
Douglas-Westwood.

The study reveals that the worldwide
ROV business has been impacted
by the economic downturn, but
to a far lesser extent than many
other oil and gas services sectors.
It suggests that growth prospects
for the market are considerable,
predicting that an additional
547 WROV units will be needed
between 2010 and 2014 to meet
increased demand for operations
and counter the effects of attrition on
the current fleet.

WROV operations market

“The future of the offshore oil and
gas industry lies in the deepwater
subsea developments and
major discoveries such as those
recently announced off Brazil,
in the Gulf of Mexico and West
Africa,” explained Rod Westwood,
lead market analyst at DouglasWestwood. “Work-class ROVs
are a key enabling technology for
producing from deepwater fields,
and considerable numbers will be
needed to access these major new
oil and gas reserves.”

Hallin Marine has been awarded a
five-year contract by Dalgidj for ROV
drilling support services in the Caspian
Sea, off the coast of Azerbaijan. The
contract is scheduled to commence in
late October this year and is in support
of BP’s drilling programme from fixed
platforms in the Caspian Sea.
The contract is split into two parts. For
the first two years, Hallin will provide two
of its Quasar Compact ROVs, complete
with specialised tooling and operational
personnel to Dalgidj.
At the end of two years, Hallin will sell
the two ROVs at a pre-agreed price, to
Dalgidj and continue to give technical
and project support from onshore Baku,
Azerbaijan, for a further three years.
The total package of work, including the
proceeds from the sale of the ROVs,
which at the time of the sale will be five
years old, is in excess of US$20 million.
As part of the contract Hallin will design
and manufacture specialised ROV

Mohican Pair
Sub-Atlantic has completed the
delivery of two Mohican ROVs to
Swedish-based Marin Mätteknik
(MMT) in a deal worth £750 000.
As an international survey company
offering a wide range of technical
solutions for seafloor and subbottom
survey, MMT has grown significantly
in recent years. With a fleet of
five fully equipped survey vessels
and capacity for geophysical,
environmental and geotechnical
ROV surveys to depths of 2000m,
it is expanding into new market
segments.
The Mohicans will be deployed
aboard the MV IceBeam, a 40m
survey/ROV vessel. They will carry
out a variety of tasks including
seabed and pipeline survey using a
suite of specialist equipment.
This contract follows on from an
earlier partnership which saw
Sub-Atlantic supply MMT with a
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Comanche ROV to search for
unexploded World War II munitions in
the Baltic. The vehicle has been run
for several thousands of kilometres
during the last year and is currently
being upgraded with a complete
survey package including multibeam
and side-scan sonar.

ROV makes it possible to have both
system mobilised on the same ROV
vessel and will enhance our capacity
and options.”
The Mohican ROV is equipped with
unique dynamic vectoring capabilities
which, allied to its revolutionary subCAN

Olof Nilsson, sales
and marketing director
at MMT, said: “We
chose the Mohican
because of its
combination of
high-thruster power,
manoeuvrability and
suitable size which
allows swift and
reliable under water
inspections.
The excellent
interface between the
Mohican inspection
ROV and the
Comanche work-class

Sub-Atlantic’s Mohican ROV during trials

.....
Lewek ROV
Marine contractor Lewek Shipping,
a subsidiary of Singapore-headquartered Ezra Holdings, has contracted
Perry Slingsby Systems (PSS) to
provide five ROV systems in a deal
worth in excess of US $23 million
(£14million).
The contract will see PSS
supply two 4000m
Triton XLXs, two
3000m Triton XLXs,
as well as one
3000m Triton XLS,
with the option to
extend the deal
with a further two
systems.
All ROVs will be delivered by mid- 2010.
Five-year ROV contract for Hallin

intervention tooling, utilising the inhouse design capabilities of its wholly
owned subsidiaries, Malton-based
Hallin Robotics Limited and Prospect
Flow Solutions.

control system, provides the
ultimate in stable observation,
survey and light intervention
platforms.
John Ferguson, general manager
for Sub-Atlantic, said, “I am
extremely pleased that once again
MMT chose Sub-Atlantic to meet
their ROV supply and support
needs.”

Each work-class
system is equipped
with “ICE net” controls,
integrated pilot and
co-pilot control chairs,
bespoke Dynacon launch and recovery systems, plus 750m excursion
tether management units for enhanced operational capability.
PSS, part of Aberdeen-based Triton
Group, will provide ship interface
engineering and installation services
from its support base in Singapore,
from September through to delivery.
Once in service, the ROVs will be
deployed across EZRA’s global operations and will be supported by PSS
from its network of service centres
in Aberdeen, Singapore, Houston

Perry Slingsby’s Triton ROV

and Brazil. Triton’s regional director
for Asia Pacific, Bruce Lokay, said,
“Triton’s strategy of globalising its
support and manufacturing services
was one of the key deciding factors
for EZRA and Lewek.
“Not only are we able to provide
the most capable and sophisticated
deepwater equipment available, we
are set up to offer the engineering
and installation services to clients on
a local basis, thereby reducing our
clients overall cost.”

Tullow ROV
Subsea 7, through its i-Tech division,
announced a $20 million award by Tullow
Ghana for the provision of ROV services
onboard a client-provided vessel. This
will support production from the Jubilee
field offshore Ghana in water depths of
up to 1400m.
The initial contract term is five years, with
two one-year options. Offshore works are
scheduled to commence mid-2010.

For this contract, i-Tech will provide a
newbuild 150hp Centurion QX workclass ROV system.
Using field-proven design and the
latest in propulsion and handling
system technology, the Centurion
QX is i-Tech’s flagship work-class
ROV system, offering the optimal
combination of power to weight for field
support and drilling programmes.
I-Tech’s ROV
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Underwater Vehicles

UNDERWATER

Vehicles
A New Pair of Eyes

ROV Trials

Two innovative developments in
remotely operated vehicles (ROV)
technology were launched recently
by Saab Seaeye.

Vigo-based ROV operator ACSM
recently assisted in the Cartago 09
manoeuvres with the Spanish navy.
From aboard the Saesmar vessel
B/S Clara Campoamor it used its
Sub-Atlantic Comanche 12 ROV to carry
out operations. The exercise simulated a
submarine being sunk and then located,
surveyed, and the crew given assistance
and rescued.

One is a new smart-thinking Cougar-XTi ROV with a depth capability
of 3000m and an intelligent man/
machine interface. The other is a
powerful new Panther-XT Plus ROV
that is probably the fastest swimming work ROV in the world.
At over 4 knots, the Panther-XT
Plus’ ten SM7 thrusters not only
power the ROV along, but also hold
the vehicle steady in strong currents
during work and observation tasks.
With a new front-end design and
fitted with Schilling Orion manipulators, the Panther-XT Plus boasts a
power-to-weight ratio more than
twice that of some competitors.
This latest version of the very successful Panther series gives ROV
operators a vehicle unrivalled for
handling a wide range of work tasks
in a compact lightweight package.
In the case of the Cougar-XTi,
a new design of man/machine
interface gives the pilot a much
clearer idea of the operational state
of the vehicle, including smart fault
diagnostics that plainly display the
problem and the remedial action
to be taken, thereby eliminating
the need for the pilot to interpret
fault data.

Earlier this year, its Comanche 12 was
also used in trials at Castellon where
ACSM used it to search for and inspect
a WWII German tanker shipwreck site.
ACSM has also taken delivery of a Perry
TCLS ROV simulator which is being
used in the ROV base in Ferrol to trial
ROV pilots and technicians.

The ROV simulator. Inset: ROV trials

Significantly, any failed component
can be remotely isolated, so negating
its impact on the overall system and
ensuring that the ROV can stay working at its designated task.

Saab Seaeye, each offering operators
a work system that can be quickly
deployed from a small vessel, winning
important cost savings in deck space
and manpower.

Deployment of this new 3000m rated
Cougar is made from a compact, new
design of launch and recovery system
that uses an umbilical cable of just
20mm in diameter. As the ROV flies
away, a new autopilot system holds
depth and heading in much tighter
parameters than ever before, allowing
ever more precise positioning of the
vehicle.

“Operators will find in the 3000m-rated
Cougar an intelligent, combined inspection and light work-ROV that can be
easily fitted with a variety of taskspecific tooling skids and only needs a
very compact deployment system,” said
a spokesman.

Both the Cougar-XTi and the PantherXT Plus open up new markets for

“In the new Panther they will acquire a
work-system which combines the capability of precision manipulative tasks
whilst operating in high currents, all in a
compact and light-weight package.”

50th UHD
Schilling Robotics has received an
order for its 50th ultra heavy duty
(UHD) ROV byy C-Innovation. The
vehicle is due to be delivered by
the end of 2009.
Since delivering the first UHD ROV
system, this milestone in Schilling’s
achievements marks an aggressive
period of growth during the last four
years. The UHD incorporates the
industry’s leading ROV automation
technologies, which help improve
the efficiency of ROV operations.
The Panther
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Top: Saab Seaeye’s
temperature monitored
lighting

UNDERWATER

Lighting
Strobe

Cool Lights

Bowtech has launched the new ST5K xenon rechargeable
and self contained submersible strobe. This high intensity
beacon is designed as a visual aid to locate submersible
vehicles or instrumentation packages when they surface
for recovery. They can also be used to mark underwater
objects, vehicles divers or work sites.

Saab Seaeye has developed a deep-rated
super-intensity low-power light. This comes with a
unique design of thermal control to avoid failure through
overheating. No other LED light has this capability.

The strobe is rated to 5000m water depth and complements an intermediate 4000m depth rated version that was
launched earlier this year. It is rated to –30oC to +50 oC. The
light flashes at 40,15,18 and 15 times a minute.
The high intensity xenon gas discharge lamps can be
seen from up to 4 miles away on the surface depending upon atmospheric transmissivity, wave conditions,
observer’s height and frequency setting of the strobe.
When used for submersible location the underwater
viewing distances will vary subject to the water clarity. A
photocell is included in the unit to conserve battery life in
daylight hours, but can be disabled to allow continuous operation.
There are two sizes. The long option (490mm)
has four 1.5v alkaline batteries, while a shorter
version (390mm) houses two 3.6v lithium
batteries. They are housed in a hard adonised aluminium shell. The housing has a
diameter of 38mm. It weighs 1163g in air
and 750g in water.
The photocell has a brightness of
100 lux although this is adjustable. It
has a maximum intensity of 2W/sec,
and the tube life is designed for a
greater than a million flashes.
The xenon strobe

Telemetry controlled, it monitors its status and gives
data feedback on current, input supply voltage, LED
voltage, LED temperature and light output percentage,
so it is ideal for providing data for the diagnostic
capability of the new generation of control systems. The
LED light brightness can be controlled over its full range
of brightness and retains a constant colour temperature
over the range compared with tungsten halogen, which
varies considerably when dimmed.
This means that in addition to bringing greater
luminosity performance to ROV operations, underwater
system developers worldwide can incorporate this
range in other underwater equipment designs, such as
diver equipment, as it has a universal power interface
that can take a wider range of power options than any
other LED light. A mounting arrangement to provide
horizontal and vertical adjustment of the light position is
also provided.
Dave McInnes, Saab Seaeye’s electronic design
engineer behind the concept, says the new LEDs are
far superior to both halogen and incandescent lamps.
“They use a quarter of the power, have a life of over
50 000 hours compared to 1000 hours for halogen
and give higher luminosity than a 150W bulb –- with
a daylight white for more accurate colour rendering of
video images than the typical ‘yellow light’. “Important
too,” adds McInnes, “is they are more robust than other
lighting systems. The new light is rated at 6000m.”

Rotator
Kongsberg has launched its new
OE10-103, an electric multi-purpose
rotator unit said to offer exceptional
torque, positioning performance and
durability for the toughest subsea
tasks. Its compact robust design, high
shock and vibration tolerance, and
other environmental and electrical
protection features ensure continuous
performance in harsh environments.
Low noise levels and a high degree
of positioning accuracy and control
make the OE10-103 suitable for a
wide range of sensors, especially
forward-looking scanning and
multibeam sonars that require further
rotation on one axis.The OE10103 is either controlled directly by

application of hard-wired controls
interfaced to manually operated
switches to existing ROV outputs
(24VDC or optional 110VAC) or by use
of a digital command via either RS485
half duplex or RS232 serial data link.
Graphic user interface (GUI) software
and 9-bit serial feedback are provided
as standard and control protocol can
be supplied on request. Use of the GUI
allows full rotator control, including:
speed, ‘go to’ functions and rotation
travel limits.
The OE10-103 uses an innovative
harmonic drive gear system enabling
a high torque output (up to 35Nm from
a 24V power input), minimal backlash

and high positional accuracy and
repeatability.
The pressure housing is manufactured
from stainless steel as standard
(material options available) and
incorporates a pressure compensation
unit for reliable deepwater
operation to 6000m.
Electrical end stops limit
rotation excursion and
can be set up via the
GUI. Mechanical overtravel stops can be fitted
externally in 30deg steps.

The OE10-103 rotator
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Underwater Lighting

UNDERWATER

Shining a
by Dave Mackay,
There has been a rapid
growth of interest in the use
of solid-state LED lighting for
underwater inspection and
survey tasks over the last
few years. This has led to a
scramble by many underwater
lighting manufacturers to
introduce new products that
take advantage of the latest
advances in LED lighting
technology.
For the offshore operating
companies and scientific
organisations that rely on
high-power underwater lighting
systems for their critical
underwater inspection and
survey tasks, the promise
of a ‘fit and forget’, high
reliability solid-state LED lamp
with claims of 50 000 hours
operating life must seem very
seductive.
This article aims to shed some
light on modern high-power
LED lighting technology
and to explore some of the
performance issues that need
to be considered by users when
deploying LED lighting systems
for underwater inspection and
survey tasks.

What’s so great about solid-state
LED lighting anyway?
For decades now, the most
common artificial lighting
technology used for illuminating
underwater inspection and survey
tasks has been the humble
incandescent bulb. Any new lighting
technology being considered for
underwater use must be measured
against this proven technology.
Halogen incandescent bulbs have
been used successfully underwater
for very many years, and their
performance limitations are well
known:
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Halogen incandescent lighting:
Performance limitations
 Limited operating life. Typically
100–2000hrs bulb life
 Heat generation. Using them
for any extended periods in air can
lead to heat damage to underwater
pressure seals and lamp integrity
 Relatively inefficient. They have
lower light output per Watt of power
input than a typical fluorescent lamp
or high-intensity discharge lamps
 Not very robust. Light is produced
by a thin, glowing ‘white-hot’ metal
filament that can be prone to sudden
shock and vibration failure.
Set against this, halogen lighting
does have some inherent advantages
which operators and users now take
very much for granted:

Halogen incandescent lighting:
Performance advantages
 Consistent correlated colour
temperature (CCT) of around 3200K
 Excellent colour rendering
performance. It produces the full
range of visible light wavelengths
suitable for critical colour inspection
tasks
 Wide range of voltage and power
options available
 Consistent lighting performance
over the full bulb operating life
 Light output not affected by
changes in operating temperature
Using halogen lighting as our
performance benchmark, how does
the latest generation of high-output
underwater LED lighting perform?
The claimed advantages for this
rapidly developing technology are
impressive:

Solid-state LED lighting:
Claimed performance advantages
 High-reliability solid-state technology
 Greater luminous efficacy. Producing
a greater light output for the same
power input when compared with
halogen incandescent lights
 Produce less radiated heat than
halogen lights
 Very long operating life, typically
quoted as between 25 000 and
50 000 hrs for many LED lamps. This
is between 10 and 20 times longer than
for halogen
 Resistant to high shock and vibration,
as there is no glowing filament to break!
 Suitable for very fast switching and
high ON/OFF duty cycles. LED light
reaches maximum brightness within
microseconds of switch-on and does
not suffer damage from repeated
on/off switching.
The lure of an efficient, highly reliable,
rugged, solid-state LED lamp unit with
a very long operating life should indeed
be of great interest for underwater
inspection and survey tasks.

So where is the catch with
LED underwater lighting?
The many advantages of using
LED lighting for underwater
inspection tasks seem like a very
compelling argument for the rapid
adoption of this new technology,
even when weighed against the
fact that the initial procurement
price for underwater LED lighting
is significantly greater than for the
traditional halogen lamps.
But if we dig a little deeper into the
performance of these LED devices
we see that there are still some
fundamental performance limitations
which might affect our decision.

Underwater Lighting

LIGHTING

Light on LEDs
General Manager, Kongsberg Maritime Limited
Solid-state LED lighting:
Performance limitations and issues
 Poorer colour rendering
performance. LED lights tend to
have a more restricted range of
visible light wavelengths compared
with halogen lights, especially at
red wavelengths of light which are
heavily absorbed by water
 Inconsistent correlated colour
temperature. There are a wide
range of CCT options for ‘white’
LED’s ranging from 3000–7000K,
making it difficult to match them
with underwater TV camera colour
balance settings
 Inconsistent luminous
efficacy. LED lights with the higher
luminous efficacy also tend to
have the poorest colour rendering
performance, making them much
less suitable for critical colour
inspection tasks

 Light output affected by
operating temperature. LED lamps
become less efficient as internal
temperature increases; temperature
control is a major design issue for
high power underwater LED lamps

Why is it so Important?
Critical underwater inspection
tasks often rely on the viewer
(or the underwater TV camera)
capturing a full range of colours
and then being able to display
them accurately on screen. This
can often be critical for proper
damage assessment, corrosion
monitoring, monitoring of marine
fouling build-up or for marine
species identification.

 Reliability can be affected by
LED internal temperature. Contrary
to popular wisdom, high-output LEDs
can be subject to sudden, unexpected
failure or much reduced operating life
if the internal lamp temperature is not
adequately controlled

The problem with typical ‘white’
LED lamps is that there are no
natural white, high-efficiency,
high-output LEDs. Most
high-power, white LEDs are
actually high-efficiency blue (or
ultraviolet) LEDs which have
been modified with an internal
yellow phosphor coating to fill in
some of the missing colours of
the spectrum.

 Potential ‘blue/UV’ eye safety
hazard. The latest high output ‘white’
LEDs tend to have a very intense blue
or UV light output, often exceeding
current eye-safety viewing limit
guidelines.
Looking at some of these performance
issues in a bit more detail, let’s start
with the issue of colour rendering
performance.

Continued on page 46
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The graph shows a comparison between the relative visible light spectral response of a typical White LED lamp compared to
that of a Halogen Incandescent lamp. Note that the White LED has a restricted light spectrum coverage compared to halogen,
with a big spike in the blue region, and a smaller peak in the yellow-green region. There is very little response at the red end of
the light spectrum (650nm and above).
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Underwater Lighting

Shining a Light on LEDs
Continued from page 45
These phosphor-based white LEDs
give the appearance of producing
white light. In practice, however, they
produce a more limited range of light
wavelengths than is present in natural
daylight, or in incandescent halogen
lamps. This makes typical high-output
white LED lamps much less suitable
for critical colour inspection and
survey tasks, despite the bold claims
of some unrealistic specification
sheets.
The issue of luminous efficacy also
has an impact on the colour rendering
of an LED lamp. It is possible
to improve the colour rendering
performance of a phosphor-based
white LED by adopting more complex
phosphor configurations, but the
downside of this approach is that it
reduces the luminous output from the
LED and increases the thermal heat
build-up in the device. This is often
bad news for life expectancy and
reliability.
There is a trade-off in performance
between accurate colour rendering,
luminous efficacy and thermal heat
build-up. LED lighting units with
better colour rendering performance
tend to have lower luminous efficacy
– sometimes little better than halogen
lighting units – and need much
greater care in designing thermal
control mechanisms to prevent longterm reliability issues.
Inconsistent colour temperature
(quoted as CCT), is also a serious
consideration for professional
users who need consistent colour
inspection quality underwater.
Halogen lighting always has a
consistent CCT of around
3000–3200K.
The majority of underwater colour
inspection TV cameras in use around
the world today are specifically
designed to operate with this fixed
colour temperature.
For high-output white LED lighting
there is no consistent colour
temperature. It can typically vary
between 3000K–7000K depending
on the design decisions made by
the lamp manufacturer and the
compromises they have decided to
make regarding luminous efficacy
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CRI
The colour rendering performance of
a lamp is often measured using the
colour rendering index (CRI). This
index measures the deviation in light
spectrum output compared to an
‘ideal’ black-body radiator.
Typical halogen lamps have a CRI
measurement close to the ideal of
100. Typical white LED lamps have a
CRI score of between 60 and 70 (the
higher the better).
and colour rendering. This can
make it very difficult for operators to
achieve consistent colour inspection
quality from LED lamp installations.
The higher the LED light output
(higher luminous efficacy), then the
higher the colour temperature and the
poorer the expected colour rendering
performance. Colour rendering
performance can also be affected by
lamp operating conditions.

within the sealed and tightly
packed waterproof enclosure of an
underwater lamp. Some designers
adopt ‘automated’ temperature
limiting circuitry within their lamps
to prevent localised LED overheating and reliability problems.
The downside of this approach
is that the light output and the
colour quality performance can
vary significantly with changes in
temperature.
There seems little doubt that LED
lighting for underwater use is here
to stay and that it has a very bright
future, but care must be taken
when assessing the suitability
of LED lighting for critical colour
inspection and survey tasks.
Inconsistent performance and
poorer colour rendering may mean
that LED lighting is not always the
best choice.

Kongsberg’s LEDs

Let’s Now Turn to Long-Term Reliability
Are the typical claims of
50 000 hours operating life realistic
for underwater LED lamp units?
Unlike halogen lighting, the
performance of LED’s does degrade
throughout their operating life, and
they gradually become less efficient
and grow dimmer with age. So
although there may be no glowing
filament bulb to fail, the performance
does tend to deteriorate over time.
The other major factor affecting the
longer-term reliability of LED lamps is
internal temperature. Controlling the
internal temperature of a high-output
LED lamp is critical, both to ensure
consistent colour performance and
luminous efficacy, and to maintaining
long-term reliability.
It is often said among underwater
equipment designers that the sea is
a wonderful heat-sink. This does not
mean that the issue of temperature
control is trivial for underwater LED
lamp designers.
Thermal design is a critical aspect
of LED lamp design, especially

Kongsberg Maritime offer a robust,
general-purpose, underwater
ROV inspection, white LED lamp
(the model OE11-150) with a total
luminous output of 2460 Lumens,
providing an Illumination of 800 Lux
at a distance of 1m in water.
The lamp has a correlated colour
temperature of 4100K (optional
3200K or 6500K), with a colour
rendering index of 70. The lamp has
a uniform beam angle of 68deg in
water. The lamp is available with
either DC or AC power input options.
Kongsberg also offer a version
of the lamp for fluorescent dye
leak detection (the OE11-150-F)
and another version for fisheries
research (the OE11-150-R).
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SUT Reports

Subsea Well Intervention

SUT

Report on SUT Aberdeen Branch Evening Meeting, Wednesday, 2 September 2009
By Bill Donaldson
Current and future subsea
technology used for rigless subsea
well intervention provided the topic
for the first SUT evening meeting in
Aberdeen after the summer break
at the Hilton Treetops hotel.
Tom Leeson of TSMarine chaired
the event and opened with a brief
introduction to rigless subsea well
intervention and the challenges
this activity presents to the
industry, from the installation of a
subsea tree, through life-of-field
well maintenance, to final well
abandonment following depletion of
the reservoir.
These include taking control of
the well from a vessel and the
operating limits to equipment
deployment as a result of weather
conditions and water depth. Tom
also demonstrated the potential
cost savings that could be achieved
by carrying out well intervention
from a vessel compared to using

a conventional drilling rig, if these
challenges could be met.
Following this introduction,
Drummond Lawson of Lewis
Limited reviewed existing subsea
well intervention equipment
capabilities and how the latest
developments of new technologies
designed specifically for subsea well
intervention are promising to open
new possibilities to achieve more and
to reach deeper water depths.
Such technologies include Lewis’
stackable lightweight intervention
connector, emergency disconnect
package and subsea elevator.
Drummond concluded that in order
to carry out well intervention from
vessels, the industry requires
lightweight components, robust
reliable designs and technologies
that allow multiple well conditions and
the full range of water depths to be
addressed. To achieve this, brand-

new, fit-for-purpose technologies
and a new generation of intervention
engineers will be required.
The next speaker, Eamonn McGennis,
provided an overview of the Well Ops
(UK) new well intervention vessel,
Well Enhancer, built specifically for
operations in the North Sea. Key
features of this vessel are its open,
multi-purpose tower, which improves
access for operations, a deck skidding
system that simplifies the movement
of equipment, and an automated
coiled tubing handling package that
removes crew from the deck area.
The final speaker was Dick Pearce
of Geoprober. Dick pointed out that
one of the main limitations for a small,
multipurpose vessel to successfully
carry out deepwater intervention
operations is the safe working load of
its handling system.
The handling systems on most
vessels suspend the loads at

SUBSEA SYSTEMS: TACKLING THE CHALLENGE OF RELIABILITY AND OBSOLENCE
Report on SUT Aberdeen Evening Meeting, Wednesday, 7 October 2009
by Adrian Phillips, Aberdeen Branch
The chairman began the event
by putting two questions to the
audience. The first one was: what
should the industry do with the
ageing subsea equipment currently
installed on the seabed? The second:
are subsea systems any more or
less reliable through the deployment
of off-the-shelf technology and open
standards?
Paul Broadbent attempted to
answer the latter by describing
a groundbreaking study on the
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common failure modes of subsea
control modules. He is currently
collecting the last bits of information
from the major subsea vendors, so
we may have to wait for an answer to
this question.
Rory McKenzie, on the other hand,
described the work Total has been
doing to make sure an obsolescence
strategy for all components is built
into subsea projects, and this will
form part of the company’s tender
requirements going forward.

Both GE Oil and Gas and Aker
Solutions talked about proactive
efforts to tackle the challenge
of obsolescence and the latest
investment programmes to offer
upgrade routes to legacy control
systems.
In the case of SemStar5, which is the
latest generation of GE Oil and Gas
SEM technology, it is designed to
be backward compatible with legacy
systems whilst offering the increased
benefits of an open architecture.

Report on SUT Perth Branch
Evening Meeting
Wednesday, 22 April 2009
By Tim Pugh, RPS Group
The Melbourne Hotel was the venue for this technical evening meeting on the
subject of Alternative Energy, which followed the SUT Perth Branch AGM held in
the same place. The event was well attended, with over 100 people from a wide
range of disciplines. It was also encouraging to see a large number of students
from the local universities.
significant height, creating stability
problems and greatly reducing the
operability envelope and capability
of such systems. To overcome
this, Geoprober has developed
its Subsea Reverse Derrick, a
deepwater deployment system that
also improves the stability of the
vessel, because the heavy loads
are suspended and handled below
the keel, lowering its centre of
gravity.
The presentation was
complemented by the working
model brought along and
demonstrated by Dick’s colleagues.
Grateful thanks go to the evening’s
sponsor TSMarine, the chairman
and all the speakers, together
with the 80-plus attendees,
most of whom stayed on to take
advantage of the hotel’s catering
and the opportunity to continue the
discussions with colleagues and
friends.

Likewise, Aker Solutions
described the latest addition
to its subsea communications
architecture SubseaWeb, which
is the low power SEM designed
to interface with inductive power
supply and reduce the overall
power requirement for subsea
systems. SubseaWeb runs on
Internet Protocol, which offers
multiple redundancy in subsea
networks through copper/fibre
multi-drop and point to point
connections.

SUT Reports
SUT Reports

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

Tim Pugh from RPS chaired the evening and began by calling on
Dr Lawrence Mann from Carnegie Corporation Ltd to provide a review of the
project and commercial progress of Carnegies CETO wave energy device.
Lawrence started off by demonstrating the global resources of wave energy and
explaining why Australia is well blessed with this energy source. He then paid
tribute to the various wave energy systems being developed around the world
and to those major companies that are becoming involved with this alternative
energy source.
What distinguishes the CETO from other wave generators, according to Lawrence, is the lack of moving parts out at sea. The device consists of a large
buoyant bladder that sways back and forth with the currents/waves. As the bladder moves, it acts as a pump that forces sea water at pressure to a shore based
station. The pressurised water then passes over a turbine blade, which in turn
rotates and produces electricity. In addition to electricity, the pumped water can
be used in desalination plants. A trial system has been running since 1999, and
a full-scale system is due to be installed in Australia in 2010.
Gilbert George from Ocean Power Technologies (OPT) then spoke about the
company’s wave energy generator. OPT has been in operation since 1994 and
has established projects in four countries. The power generating devices consist
of a large heave plate that supports a spar in which the electrical generators are
housed. On top of the spar is a float which is moves up and down with the wave
action and, in turn, pushes a number of rods that power the generators. Electrical power is supplied to an undersea substation and is then sent to shore.
Gilbert went on to outline not only the devices’ technical strengths, but also
the pedigree of its partners and financial backers. Finally, Gilbert outlined the
benefits should such devices be deployed in Australian waters; besides additional power production, this also included a considerable number of new jobs in
the steel fabrication, marine infrastructure, engineering, electronic and service
sectors.
The final presentation was from Wouter Op den Velde of J P Kenny who presented a paper on his experience as an engineer on one of the Netherlands major
offshore wind farms. This was in complete contrast to the other two presenters in
as much as Wouter highlighted the practicalities of installing such devices in the
marine environment. Prior to describing the Princes Amalia wind farm project,
Wouter described that offshore wind farms are not really new, but it is placing
known technology into a new environment. This seems to have been something
the developers have failed to grasp, thus there have been a number of mistakes
made over the years.
One of the main issues to resolve is the handling of such large pieces of equipment, with new generation turbines and towers being as high as a 36 storey
building. Wouter went on to describe the specialised equipment used for the
fabrication, construction and installation of monopoles, the turbine towers, blade
assemblies and the laying of power cables on the Amalia project.
The three presenters were well received by all attending, and the general
consensus was that the presentations were a refreshing change in a region
dominated by the oil sector. The evening was then adjourned to the bar, where
courtesy of the generous hospitality was provided by J P Kenny and Ocean
Power Technologies.
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RISER SYSTEMS The Latest Design Challenges and Developments
Report on SUT London Evening Meeting Wednesday, 17 September 2009
by Dr R Allwood
At the first evening meeting in
London after our ‘summer recess’
a good sized audience was treated
to what might best be described
as a master class in modern riser
system technologies. The evening
was sponsored by 2H Offshore
and Subsea Riser Products, both
companies belonging to the Acteon
Group.
Our chairman for the evening, known
to many within the audience, was
Dr Hugh Howells, Principal Director
of 2H. After a brief welcome, he
introduced the first speaker for the
evening, his colleague, John McGrail.
John launched us straight into the
deep end with his presentation on
free standing riser towers.
A relatively recent technology
solution for ultradeep water
applications, the riser tower is a rigid
vertical pipe, or bundle of pipes,
that rises from the seabed to within
a hundred or so metres from the
surface. The slender pipe is kept
vertical through being under tension
from buoyancy tanks at the top of
the tower. Connection is then made
over the relatively short distance

to surface facilities using a flexible
system. We heard of the applications
to date and about the challenges that
this technology faces, notably the
high pressures they must contain,
the problems associated with very
long unsupported length, in particular
the possibility of fatigue through
environmental forces over often very
long design lives. We were told such
problems could only be avoided by
having accurate real time knowledge
of the riser’s behaviour and this lead
us nicely into the next presentation.

Director of Subsea Riser Products.
Simon talked about the latest
developments in drilling risers.
Unlike their production counterparts,
these systems are only in use for
the relatively short time it takes to
drill the well. However, they need to
be designed to face totally different
operating conditions, the biggest
difference being that the drilling
riser has to be made up from single
riser joints at each deployment and
then disassembled at the end of the
operation.

Sandip Ukani, also of 2H, told us
about the latest developments in
instrumentation for the monitoring
of riser behaviour. Whilst this is not
a new activity, we heard that in the
past instrumentation for this purpose
had been costly and unreliable. We
were told however that more robust
systems were becoming available that
would greatly assist in riser integrity
management. In addition to these
more robust sensors and mounting
systems, many more parameters can
now be measured with confidence.

Working under great internal
pressures and large tensile loading
places enormous demands on the
connection systems, which need to
be quick to make and break, safe
and reliable in operation. Simon
described two types of joint used in
the latest drilling riser systems.

The final presentation was made by
Simon Luffrum who is the Managing

The speakers faced a number
of searching questions from
the audience before they were
allowed out into the foyer to refresh
themselves on the ample wine,
cheese and biscuits that had been
provided as usual. Discussion
continued late into the evening.

SUT Houston Branch

Hallowe’en Networking Event

The SUT Houston Branch and Multi-Chem
held their Second Annual Costumes,
Colleagues and Concoctions Halloween
networking event. The evening included
complimentary sushi sponsored by RAKU,
one of Houston’s hottest DJ’s and a
competitive costume contest.
The goal of the event was to bring young
professionals in the industry together to
increase personal growth in an innovative
industry, increase potential business
connections, build relationships and increase
company recognition. The event was
successful with the attendance of 125 young
professionals.
The SUT and Multi-Chem would like to
give a huge thank you to the following
sponsors: Multi-Chem, Dow Oil and Gas,
SDV International Logistics, CDL Underwater
Engineering, Subsea 7, Foster Marketing
Communications, Champion Technologies,
RAKU Sushi and Vintropolis City of Wine.
We look forward to another successful event
in the year 2010.
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Delve deeper into the latest
subsea developments
Submerge yourself in subsea engineering, geohazards and new opportunities in
the Australasia region. Join industry specialists and network with key decision-makers
at the Subsea Australasia Conference.
For more information on conference session topics and to review Australia’s largest
Oil & Gas Exhibition, AOG 2010 please visit aogexpo.com.au
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Hosted by:

Staged in conjunction with

AUSTRALASIAN OIL & GAS
EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE
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Subsea OnDemand delivers your entire subsea system fast, provides offshore installation by
our experts and gives you a jump start on production. With pre-engineered equipment delivered
from stock and comprehensive project management, it’s the most reliable solution in the industry.
And it’s delivered by the leader in subsea systems. For details, and to get your projects moving
in high gear, visit www.fmctechnologies.com/SubseaOnDemand

We put you ﬁrst.
And keep you ahead.
www.fmctechnologies.com
© 2009 FMC Technologies. All rights reserved.
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